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T h i s  r e p o r t  h a s  been  prepared to s h a r e  
t h e  information that .  w e  have gathered in 
t h i a  y e a r ,  w i t h  o t h e r  scientists w h o  
have an i n t e r e s t  i n pigeonpea 
improvement, 
THIS I S  NOT A N  OFFICIAL PUBLICATlON 
OF ICRISAT AND SHOULD NOT BE CITED 
In this seer t h e  v03ume of d a t a  c011ected 
bas .  cx~:nnded to an extent t h a t  it is n o  
l o n g e r  yr a c t  i c - a 3  t c ,  1 z i n t  i t  a13 . Thus, 
- f r < : t i P i ~ l f  t k r ~ ? "  data art3 
L 3 cbv < C?C-C* . Bnyone w i t h  an interest in t h e  
rorc C ~ " t n : 3 e c ?  d a t a  sheuld contact US f o r  
fcrthet i r l f c , r s t a t  J C - D P .  
In the 1985 rainy season rainfall was below average, particularly in 
~uqust and September, howaver it was fairly wall  distributed 80 the 
crops grew moderately well in the ear ly  otages but long-duration 
genotypes were drought affected in their reproductive ~ t a g e r .  
The pod borer (m -1, which i 8  the major p a t  of 
pigeonpea was much less abundant in the 1985'86 reaoon than in 
previous yeare at ICRISAT Center. The populations increarrd a8 usu.1 
in August/Septcmber and the short-durat ion pigeonpea that f1owet.d 
then was severely damaged. But, f rorn then onwards the popu.lationr, 
which we monitor by counts on the crop8 and in phrrornons and l i g h t  
t r a p s ,  were ~ u c h  lower than expected. In most years the 
populations on our farm roach a peak in ~ovtmb~r/December but our moth 
catches over that period in 1985 were the lowest in our 10 years' 
records and our medium-duration pigeonpea suffered much lee8 damage 
than usual, 
Of the other lepidopteran peets, t h e  leaf webber (u -1 
was more coprnon than usual at ICRTSAT Center but relatively rare at 
Wssar in northern India. There, almoat all of the flower and pod 
webbing that occurred was caused by Maruca m. This pert wa8 
also seen to b e  very common on pigeonpea grown experimentally in 
Thailand. 
The podfly (- ph-1, w h i c h  is the second moat 
damaging pest of pigeonpea throughout India, built up to large 
damaging populations i n  our long-duration genotypes, particularly at 
Gwalior. The hymenopteran pest was again a 
major pest on our research farm but rare in farmers' fields. The 
unusually dry rainy season provided ideal conditions for the sucking 
pests. craccivora was very common on the seedlingcl and several 
species of pod sucking bugs, particularly w, caossd 
substantial crop damage from September onwards. The blister b e e t l e  
(- m) was very common on ICRISAT Center from August 
through Novernber and we received reports from several area8 of India 
that this pest destroyed many of the flowers of pigaonpea and other 
legumes. The bruchids (- epp) were common in the pod&, 
particularly where harvesting waa delayed and were, a8 usual, the n u i n  
pests in t h e  stored pigeonpea. 
The jewel beetle (- u), whoae larva tunnels below 
the bark a t  the base of the stem and promotes a prominent g.1 war 
evident in several fields. An unusually heavy infe~tation by the red 
spider mite (- -1 developed in a field where we 
had applied soil insecticides in an attempt to control the nodule 
damaging fly (w m). This outbreak may have bean a 
result of natural enery destruction and served as yet another warning 
that insecticide use may promote unusual pest attacks. 
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HOST PLMT RESTSTAKE TO INSECT PWTS XR CBICISBkA, PlCEO1OPBA AND 
IT6 REWSTIVES, S C R E E N I S  AIUD IDB#TIPLCATfOt4 OP MeCEllrllISRS 
( a )  Identfflcetfon of' the sources of fnstct resistance/ 
tolerance in gcrmplatiim, wild relat~ves, breeders' 
material. Selecting of material combining insect 
and diwtaee resistance, compensation for peqt 
damage and greater yield under farmers' conditions. 
(b) Refining the 8creenlng techniqueti, 
( c )  Multilocat ion tcating of se1,ections in India and 
other countries in collaboration with national 
programs. 
( d l  Studies on mechanisms of pests resistance excluding 
podflk and on bloche~ical aspects In collaboration 
w~ t h  biachemicts at XCRXSAT and Hax-Planck 
Institute, Munich. 
During this year  we resumed screening of the new accessions of 
qtrrnplae~. Simultaneously, emphasis was g iven to the large scale 
screening and testmy of the materials developed by our breeders from 
croases incorporating pest and disease resistant parents. Further 
tasting of the medim-durat~on and lmq-duration maturing selections 
was a l s o  undertaken. 
Several trials were conducted under low input conditions on the 
paeticida free Vertisnl blocks - BUS-8C and BUS-5E at ICRISAT Center 
an6 also at the H A l l - f s r ~ ,  Hisar (field No.19, 0.25 h a  We also 
tasted borer resistant and susceptible genotypes in no choice 
situations in i s o l a t i o n  b l o c k s  - RL-258 6 C, 0-5 & ROS-6A, BUS-2SB 6 
BM-26C and on BS-10 6 RS-3A at ICRISAT Center. Crop growth was good 
in most of these  b l o c k s .  Irrigation was given to the plots in the 
Alfisol area to ensure a good plant stand. 
Spraycd/'unsprayed c a r p a r  ison trials of promising selections in 
different dulation g r o u p s  were grown on B I L - 6 A .  The sprayed p l o t =  
were t r e a t e d  wlth endosulfan, which was directed mainly agains t  
;fX.- attacks f r - 0 ~  flowering onwards. Dimethoate was also 
applied an the long-duration genotypes to reduce podfly infestation. 
An area of 2 . 8 2  ha was covered under this project at Patancheru. In 
addition pest reslstance breeding material was planted on 4.78 ha in 
unsprayed f i e l d s  fRI.'S-?A, 8, 110 and BM-16A) a t  Patancheru. 
The pests ,  fi.uu, c w ,  
and l iYmuis -8 caused severe damage to 
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flowers and pods of the vary short-duration and rhort-mdiuh-duration 
cultivars and a drastic reduction in 8e.d y i r l d a  in aort o f  thr 
cultivars vss recorded. A t  Rirar, leaf webbing ineectr, 
crftira, and caulred rubrtrntirl daacrge to extra 
short duration cultivars. 
In some selected trialo intensive count8 of port8 war@ mde from 
flowering onwards. At matutity we harvb~ted pod8 from a l l  the t r i a l s  
and pest damage assessment were recorded from pod rurple8. Prom r o m  
t r i a l s  WE collected the pod8 for damage srsa8rsent in two pickings, 
one fro* the f i r ~ t  flush, which had been largely destroyed by 
2 . w ~  and t th esecond from the companaatory or ratoon fluah. Pod 
samples were separated and counted according to the damage 
characteristics. Plant and plot ~ f e l d r  of dry rerda were weighed 
after thre~hing. A 8  tho task of pod eorting and counting for peet 
damage assesgrnent is laboriour and requite sami-okilled people tor 
long periods, we resort~d to visual scoring in moat of the bresdrrs' 
raterial planted in BUS-area. In theee t e s t a  selection8 which were 
looking good (with lower rating for pests damage) and giving higher 
y r e : d s  were advanced for further testing and the remaining linrs were 
discarded. 
we resumed the screening of pigsonpea germplarm in this year, having 
shelved sueti testing in 1984 /85 ,  A aat of 560 new long-duration 
accessions, including the lines for which no data could be obtained in 
previous trials, were sown in a pesticide free block BUS-SA on 26 June 
1 9 8 5 .  The plots, each of five hills, were grouped in blocks of 25 
entries each including check cultiv~ra of tha relevant duration 
group. Each block was bordered with infestor rows that had been #own 
10 days earlier, these included a mixture of Pant A-1, Pusa Ageti, T- 
21 and ICP-I. The check entry was NP(WR) IS. 
At maturity individual plants were a e l e c t e d  for reduced 
susceptibility to the major pests and high y i e l d i n g  characters. 
Late= ,  the pods were collected from one plant, randomly selrctod from 
each entry and pod damage assessments were made. We obtained uaeful 
results frorr 466 entries, Out of these, 21 individual plants usre 
selected for further testing in replicated trials in the r a i n y  osaron 
of 1986 /87 .  
There was severe borer and bug damage in theee long-duration 
accessions, which were mostly from East African countries. Poo r 
growth and slow plant development was observed in the initial etage of 
development, later the plants grew on well but the pod setting was 
generally poor. 
In previous years' trials we selected pigeonpea genotypes of different 
durations from the germplasm, from breeders materials and from the 
pathologists' disease resistant selectione which ahowed reduced 
ruscept ib11 ity and tolerance to t h e  lepidopteran borer8 (mainly 
, and t o  podfly (H.pDtyU). These selections were tested in 
p e e t l c i d e  free blockc and the beat  were again advanced for further 
testing for c h e c k i n g  t h e i r  consistency i n  perforsance. Such 
~ l e l c c t i o n r  were again grown i n  trials ae shown in the Table 1 and 
taeted and screrned during r a i n y  mason 1985-86 at Patanchcru and 
Hf  sar . 
Table  1: List of t~i418 with selections of pigeonpea of differing 
durations conducted a t  Patancheru and Hisar during the rainy 
season 1985 /86 ,  
------------------------------*-----------*---------*----------------- 
Selection qroupR No. of Reps. Expt. 
entries des iqn 
1 1 1 - - ~ ~ - ~ 1 l - L 1 1 1 1 " 1 - - - - C C C - - * - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - " - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -  
A t  TCRXSAT Canter, Patancheru 
(BUS-8C) : 
1.. Single, p l a n t  selertions (SPS) 16 2 Lattice 
2 .  Selections f r o r  P d t a n c h e r u  and Hisar 12 2 RBD 
A t  RAU-farm, Hisar ( F i e l d  No,19)  : 
3 ,  Selections f r m  P a t a n c h e r u  and Hisar 12  2 RBD 
A t  XCRISAT Center (BUS-8C unsprayed ,  
BIL-6A sprayed/unsprayed): 
4 .  SPS Prop pronisiny lines 16 2 Lattice 
5 ,  Selections from Patancheru and Hisar 16 3 Lattice 
6, Selections f r o n  Patancheru and Hisar 16 3 Lattice 
7 .  Promis ing  b u l k s  sprayed l 'unsprayed  7 2 S p l i t p l o t  
comparison 
A t  RAO-farm Hisar (Field No.19) 
8. Selections f row Patancheru and Hisar 12 3 RBD 
9. Selections from Patancheru and Hisar 15 3 Lattice 
A t  ICRISAT Center (BUS-5E unsprayed, 
BXL-6A sprayed/unsprayed): 
10. SPS fron promising lines 16 2 Lattice 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ , o ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ r l v - ~ . ~ ~ - - - - - ~ w ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ w ~ ~ m ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ w w w w w m m  
Selection groups No. of  Repu. Bxpt. 
ent r iea draign 
- ~ - - ~ r ~ - - - ~ - - r - - o - r ~ 1 ) 1 ~ o - - - a ~ - - L ~ - ~ ~ . I - - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ m w ~ - ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~  
11. SPS from short-sediun-duration pro- 28 2 Lattice 
mising 1 ines 
12. Selection bulks of short-duration 9 4 BLS 
raterial 
13. Selections fton medium-duration lines 9 3 Square 
Lattice 
14. Medium-long-duration selection bulkp 9 3 Square 
Lattice 
1 5 .  Medium-long-duration promising bulks 18 2 Split block 
sprayed/unsprayed comparison 
At ICRISAT Center (BUS-SE unrprayed, 
BIL-6A sprayed/unspraysd): 
16. Selections from long-duration material 30 3 Rectangular 
lattice 
17. Long-duration promising bulks - 15 2 Split block 
sprayed/unsprayed comparison 
The suwmarized d a t a  from these trials are presented in Tablse 2 
to 13. These tables include details of the characters for which the 
entries were selected in 1984 and 1985 rainy season with the 
abbreviations as follows: 
L = Low; M = Moderate; H = High; B = Borer damage (mainly by 
a-1 ; Pi r Podfly damage! H (as eecond letter) 
Hymenopteran damaqe; LT = Low total pod damaqe; T Tolerance to peat 
complex; Y = Yield; R = Recovery (cornpeneation); SM * Sterility moraic 
disease; W Wilt disease; R (with disease) = Resf8tantr S - 
Susceptible. For growth habit: DT Determinate1 NDT - Indeterminate; 
SDT = Sevi determinate. 
A trial at Patancheru of the progenies of 1 4  single plant aelectiona 
with two check cultivars war planted at Patancheru in a 2 replication 
- l a t t i c e  design on 25 June 1985, using plots of 3 row8 of 4 m with  
37.5 x 20 cm spacing. Peet damage was recorded during the flowering 
and podding stage and further observations and selections were made a t  
maturity. Out of these, 7 entries were selected and advanced for 
further testing. A few single plant selections were aleo advanced for 
the next season's trial. 
In another trial with eel~ctfonr fro@ Patancheru and Hisar, 12 
entrier were grown on 5 row8 of 4 m ( w i t h  37.3 x 20 cn spacing) In a 3 
replication - l a t t i c e .  The harvesting of 6 p l a n t s ,  randomly sel.ctd, 
wae u n d e r t a k e n  i n  two picking#,  (on 18  October and on 2 Dacanbw 
1985 ) .  The rcsultr of pod damage asreasnants and the m a n  sample 
y i a l d r  of both t h e  p i c k i n g s  and the f i n a l  plot y i e l d s  a r e  furniabed in 
T ~ b l c  2. There wae h i g h  insect damage, particularly of Baliothil 8p. 
and pod sucking bugs i n  t h e  first flush. In the second picking 
hymenopteran pest damage was surprioingly high, which  resulted in low 
total p l o t  y l c l d s .  No selection outyielded t h e  check Pant A l ,  and 
there were no t i ign i f i c snt  dlfftrencee among the y i c l d e  of the e n t r i e ~ .  
However,  there were s i q n ~ f i c a n t  difference8 among the borer damage 
percentage8 recorded f r o r  the f ~ r s t  pick and apong t h e  hymenopteran 
damage percentages In t h e  eecond pick. 
Some selections were made on t h e  basic of their reduced 
ousceptibility to b o r e r s .  T C P L - 3 1 6 w a e  found t o b e  leaet  attackadby 
hymenopteran pest In L ~ r r t t ~  the pickings. The entrieci which gave b e t t e r  
yields than UPAS-120 were a l e o  advanced for f u r t h e r  testing. 
The same s e l c c t i i ~ n s ,  a s  tested i n  Patancheru, were also sown a t  t h e  
HAU-farm, Hisar  on nn ansprayed block. In t h i s  trial 1 2  entries were 
p l a n t e d  on 5 rows of 4 rn with close spac ing ,  i n  a 3 r e p l i c a t i o n  
lattice d e s i g n  on 12 J u l y  1 9 8 5 .  Pods from 6 plants per plot were 
collected (only once) f o r  pests damage assessments. The t o t a l  plot 
y i e l d s  were ascertained frorr an area of 3.6 8 q . n  There was noderate 
uf;u damage t u  pads,  but  podf ly  and hymenopteran incidence was 
low and no significant difference were detected. A t  h a r v e s t ,  very  
good seed y i e l d s  were o b t a i n e d ,  particularly i n  entrier, ICPL-84044, 
ICPL-84052, Pant A 1  and i n  DA-6. Many cultivars out-yielded the check 
UPAS-120, but only two qave g r e a t e r  yields t h a n  Pant A - l  ( T a b l e  3 ) .  
A t  Patanaharu, unsprayed t r i a l s  and sprayedfunsprayed 
coalparison: 
A t  ICRISAT C e n t e r ,  we grew progenies  from 14 single plant selections 
from short-duration jligconpea lrnes with 2 checks in a two-replication 
l a t t i c e  under p e s t i c i d e  free conditions on block BUS-8C. At maturity,  
following visual ohscrvatlons, 4 selections were advanced for f u r t h e r  
testing and t h e  rerr~a in ing  entries  were discarded because of the 
severity of pest darraye and paor y i e l d s .  
We a l s o  tested 1 6  entr ies  i n  a triple lattice on BUS-8C. In t h i s  
trial the selections which showed reduced susceptibility in the past  3 
to  4 years in our tests were included and a comparison was made with 
the standard checks. I n  this test late-flowering genotypes showed 
lea. damage by borers and produced greater yields, except for PPE-45- 
2. Among the early flowering group, entry 82-H09-12 produced h i g h  
yields w i t h  a ~oc lera te  pest a t t a c k  (Table 4 ) .  
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Tab 2: Results of t e 8 t i n g  vary rbort-duration pigeonpa relsctionnrr 
i n  pesticide free condition8 a t  ICRISAT Center on BUS-@C, 
during t h e  rainy saaaon, 1905/86. Plot 8 i t e t  5 row8 of 4 m 
(37 .5  cm x 20 cm) 1 Net plot  harvartedr 3 3 4  rq.m. 
Pod damage m a n  ( 8  1 Mean 
Growth DF Charr- -------------------------- $amp1 
Entries h a b i t *  50% cters Borer Podfly Ann. Total y i e l d  
1.9841 ( 6  p t s )  
- - ) - L - - - - - - C I - - - C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - * ' i r . I * - - - - - - - m - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " -  
ICPL-84019 DT 40 S e l s .  6 9 . 3  0 . 4  1 9 . 0  7 9 . 6  3 * 4  
from 
Hisar 
TCPL-316 DT 46 6 5 . 9  0 . 8  1 2 . 1  7 4 . 5  1 * 1  (I 
!:PAS-120 SDT 53 3 4 . 1  0 . 6  3 2 . 9  59.6  1 3 . 7  a 
(check 1 
XCPL-84044 NDT 56 a 4 3 . 0  0 . 8  2 1 . 7  6 3 . 6  9 . 0  
ICPL-84052 NDT 5 6  a 3 2 . 3  1 . 2  3 9 . 6  6 6 . 2  1 0 . 7  
TCPL-84040 NDT 5 6  I 3 1 . 9  0 . 2  3 8 . 0  6 2 . 3  3 . 0  
DA- 6 NDT 58 LB 28.4 0 . 6  4 7 . 4  6 7 . 1  9.0 
Pant A1 SOT 58 - 4 9 . 7  0 . 5  2 0 . 9  6 2 . 3  1 1 . 2  
(check) 
ICPL-269 SDT 6 3  LB 2 6 . 3  2 . 3  3 3 . 8  5 3 . 3  1 2 , 1  
ICPL-4 DT 86 L0,LPf , 4 8 . 9  0 . 2  2 2 . 3  6 6 . 4  7,O 
HY 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -o--o-- - - - - -*  
Trial mean 4 2 . 7  0 . 9  2 7 . 3  6 4 . 3  8 . 6  
SE of wean 2 4 . 4 1  ( 1 , 7 2 I e *  5 . 7 9  5 . 1 7  4 
CV% 16 80 40 1 3  72 
LSD a t  pt0 .05  1 3 . 4 9  - (.. - . 
Plod damage mean ( $ 1  n u n  Yield  
Growth DF Chsra- .......................... earn- kglba 
Entries habit*  S O 1  cterr Borer Podfly Ban. Total y i e l d  ( f i n a l  
19844 ( 6  ptslhar-  
vesrt) 
-- - - - - - - - L - I I - - - - - l - - - C C - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) ~ ~ C - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ " - ~ . * - - - - - - - C - . . . - - - ~  
ICPL-84019 DT 40 Sela. 2 0 . 5  1.1 48 .6  64 .5  2 1 . 3  320 
f r o r  
)?I~$ar  
XCPL- 3  16 DT 46 30 .6  0 . 4  2 5 . 5  5 3 . 7  2 1 . 5  320 I 
UPAS-1 20 SDT 5 3  1 4  . 7 1 . 3  5 1 . 4  6 2 . 1  3 3 . 1  610  a 
(check 1 
ICPL-84044 NDT 5 6  a 2 5 . 0  1 . 9  4 0 . 0  6 0 . 1  2 2 . 7  510 
ICPL-84040 NDT 5 6  8 1 6 , 7  2 . 0  50 .4  6 3 . 7  2 9 . 8  530  
DA- 6 NDT 5 8  LB 1 8 . 0  0 . 9  7 3 . 5  8 1 . 4  26.1 550  
Pant  A 1  SDT 5 8  - 1 5 . 9  1 , O  4 2 . 6  5 5 . 9  3 8 . 7  770  
(check) 
ICPL-187-1-1 NDT 62 L 4 R , H Y  11.6 1 . 1 7 0 . 2  7 7 . 3  3 3 . 5  680 
ICPL-269 SDT 6 3  LB 1 5 . 4  0 . 7  5 7 . 4  6 7 . 4  2 0 . 3  500 
- - - - - - - l l - - - - - - C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
Tr i n1  rrlean 1 8 . 1  1 . 0  5 3  6 6 . 3  2 8 . 1  5 4 0  
SE o f  rean f 2 . 9 4  ( 1 . 7 3 ) * +  6 .17  4 .46  3 .88  77 
CVQ 30 6  5 19 28 2 4  
- 
11 
- LSD a t  pcO.05 18.66 1 3 . 6 4  - - 
--e------I*----"----------------.----L-------------------------------, 
+ For abbreviations see page 5 .  
* *  ~ r c s i n % t r a n s f o r ~ a t i o n  was used for the analysis of data .  
F i g u r e s  in parentheses are the transformed values. 
Tab lc 3: Rerulto of testing very ahoft-duration pipeonpea W l ~ t i 0 n 8  
in an RBD ( 3  r e p s . )  grown in perticibe frea condit ion8 a t  
Risar, during the rainy rearon, 1985/86.  Plot r i te8 5 rowr 
of 4 n; Net plot hatvertad: 3 . 6  rq,n, 
Chara- Pod8 Pod damage mean ( 8 )  Moan 
Cultivars! DP cters p e r  p t .  ---------------------- ramp18 Yiald 
l inea  50% 1984. ( 1 8 ) p t s .  Borer Pod- Total y i e l d  kg/ha 
aampl ad fly P 
- . ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - I - - - ~ - - - . - " * . I ) - - I - L v . - - I I ) . I ) - - - o - - - ~ ~ - - - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ " - - - ~ - w - ~ ~ ~  
ICPL-84019 51 LPf 62  3 0 . 9  2 . 2  3 3 . 1  7 4 . 3  1590 
ICPL-84018 5 3  LPf 39 32 .6  1.6 34.2 62.7 1820 
ICPL-316 60 L P f  86 29.0 3.2 32.0 1 0 2 . 2  2030 
ICPL-  4 60 L B t L P f ,  65 23 .3  1 . 3  2 4 . 5  7 3 . 3  2270 
HY 
P a n t A - 1  65  LPf 8 1 16.6 1.5 10.0 110.0 2720 
(check) 
UPAS-120 68 LPf 47 15.9 2.1 17,4 58,7 1910 
(check) 
T r i a l  mean 
SE of aean 5 
C V I  
LSD a t  p<.O5 
+ Por abbreviations see page 5.  
*+ Arcsin fi transformation was u s e d  for the  m a l y r i r  of data. 
Figures  in p a r e n t h a ~ e ~  are the tran~forwd valuer. 
Table 41 Testing o f  short-duration pigeonpea selection8 (from 
Patanchrru and Hlrar) a t  ICRISAT Center, Patanchtru during 
the rainy searon 1985/86 on BUS-8C. Plot ritrr 3 rows of 4 
r ,  3 rcpr (lattice square); i e t  plot  brvestedr 9 8 g . l ~ .  
Pod damage mean N) 
Cultivare/ DF Character8 ------------------------,------go Yield 
Z lnes 50 1 1984 Borer podfly Hymn. ~ b t r 1  kg/ha 
PUSA- 3 5 66 
TCPL-314 6 7 
XCPL-1 6 9  
PUSA- 3 3 69 
f C P L - 1 8 6  6 9  
TCPL-21, 72 
TCPL-269 7 2 
3 CPL-6 7 2  
82-H-10-1 72 
TCPL-288  7 2 
02-H09-12 72 
82-H03-18 82 
ICP-7203-El 87 
S-80 93 
P-6410-El 101 
PPE-45-2 114 
HY 
LB 
LP f 
L P f  , LT 
LPf , LT 
LB, LPf , LT 
LB , L d P f  
LB , L P f  
LB, L P f  , HPf 
HY 
LB, HY 
LB , LPf , HPf 
HY ,LT,LPf 
LPf , HY 
LR 
LR 
T r i a l  mean 30.9 2.0 27,4 55.6 527 
Efficiency 1 over RRD 79.0 100,O 100,O 102.3 88.4 
SE of mean 5.12 1 . 2 4  7.81 5.79 101 
C V I  29 2  8 49 18 32 
LSD at p i . 0 5  14.84 ( 3 . 6 1 ) " 2 2 . 6 5  1 6 . 7 9  293 
* For abbreviations see page 5 .  
* *  ~ r c s i n ~ q  transformation was used for the analysis of data 
Figures  in parentheses are the transformed values.  
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In another trial on BIL-6At we compared rhort-duration gmotypr  in 
rprayecl and unrprayrd plot#. Seven genotype8 Lncludin r conon ahwk 
rere g r w n  on large plotr  ( 12  row0 of 9 m) in a rp f it-plot drriqn 
trial. In this axperiment S r raying8 of endorulfan 35U LC, one of K llonocrotoph08 and 2 of  d i ~ t  oate were applied, mainly againet 
m. Borer damage war not high in thir block, but the 
hpenopteran pest war very active in damaging the podr. Thore war #om 
reduction of borer damage to pods by the endorulfrn rprayr, but no 
significant increase in yieldr war obrerved. Tho reoultr of pod 
damage by different peaks and yield8 of the cultivrrr torted are 
furnished in Table 5 .  In this trial'our: low borer relectionr rhowed 
less borer danage than the susceptible and check cultivarr. Uo entry 
showad a high level of resistance to pest rttack. The borer damaga 
war low and it was confounded with a high leva1 of hymenoptoran part 
at tack. 
TWO trials with 12 and 14 short-duration uelectiono were conducted 
under unsprayed condition8 in field No.19 at the BAU-farm, Hirar, 
These entries were sown in plots of 5 row8 of 4 m in an RBD with 3 
replicates. In the first trial, one replication block wae affected by 
salinity, so only the data from 2 reps. were taken for cornpariron and 
analyees. In general, pest caused damage was low in thaoe trialr, but 
yields were high for most entries. Puea 33, ICPL 280 and 82-A09-12 
gave greater yields than the checks. Some entrier were again ralected 
for further testing and confirmation of reoultr. The detail8 of W r t r  
damage and yields of these selections art furnirhed in Tables 6 and 7. 
In the 14 entry short-duration eelectione trial only five entriar 
rratured at the expected time, $0 the yield compari~one were made on 
the sample yields. 
we also grew breeders' promising lines of short duration for p s ~ t  
susceptibility studies under unsprayed conditions, on plots of 1 row 
of 4 rr. A total of 37 entries were planted in 2 replication8 in an 
RBD trial. Plant growth was good in all the entries and thrts was vary 
good podding in most eelectione. We asrrr8ed pod damage in pods 
collected from 2 planta per plot at maturity and plot yields were 
recorded fros net plots of 1.8 sq.m. The pest damage and yield data 
are furnished in Table 8.  
A t  the pod swelling stage we alro observed and scored all the 
lines for pest danage and rome single plant selection$ were also made. 
A few selections particularly 8-77-216, ICPL-8332 and ICPL-314, rhowed 
low pod borer damage. The podfly incidance war low in the early 
maturing gcnotypee. In the small plot coaparironr ICPL-186 produced 
the greatest yield of 5120 kg ha-1, but ICPL-316 produced a yield of 
less than 1000 kg ha-1 due to  revert borer damage to podr. Only three 
lines produced wore than the standard check (UPM-120). Tha 
selections fror this trial will be tested again in a replicated trial 
next year. 
Tab e 5 1  Conparison of p i p e o n ~ a  promising bulks (short duration) 
under unsprayed and aprayed conditions on BIL-6A,  ICRISAT 
Canter, during the rainy reason 1985/86, Entrier: 7 1  Repr.r 
2 ( r p l i t  plot1 ; Wet plo t  harvertedr 60 .q.n. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I - D o ~ C I I ~ . . I . c ~ . I ~ * . ) ~ o I , . I ~ ~ . I ) . " ~ ~ ( I I l . c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ - ~ - " - ~ ~ - - - - - - -  
Chara- DF Pod damage Q (mean) Yield 
Cul tivar cterar 50% L L I ~ I I I . . I - ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ o * o * ~ ~ C . . . ~ o  kg /ha 
1984+ Borer Podfly Ryan. Total ' 
~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - L ~ ~ * ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ o o ~ - ~ ~ . " - ~ - o ~ ~ . - ~ -  
I CP-909 LB, LPf 8 1 6 . 0  9 . 4  41.2 55,6 1690 
Sehort-197 LBrLTIWT 82 8.8 8.1 19.7 35,s 1740 
1918 (IG) LBI HY 82 8.0 6.4 38.7 51.1 1420 
T-2 1 HR, HH 8 3 9.1 6.4 41.3 54,8 1260 
TCP-720 3 HB, HY 88 17.2 18.5 10.6 45.4 1870 
PPE-82 LBS 102 7.7 11.0 39.3 55.8 1520 
PPE-45-2 LB 1 0 5 3.6 7.2 45.8 55.3 1300 
Mean 8.6 9.5 33.8 50.5 1540 
ICP-909 LB , LPf 81 4.1 6.2 54.0 60,s 1250 
Sehore-197 LBfLT,WT 81 9.6 3.4 17.2 32.8 1710 
1918 (IG) LB HY 81 6.9 '3.1 42.1 51,2 1500 
T-2 1 HB HH 83 6.1 4.6 38.6 47,6 1350 
ICP-720 3 HB, HY 88 5.8 13.0 14.4 36.4 1910 
PPE-82 LBS 102 5.0 9.0 17.1 58.7 1470 
PPE-45-2 LB 105 2.3 8.4 39.6 49.5 1350 
Mean 6.2 6.8 36.2 48.1 15 10 
SE of mean 
cv\ 
SE of mean 2 
CVa 
SE of mean Wain 
Sub 
* For abbreviations see page 5. 
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Table 6 :  Result8 of terting rhort-duration i m n  r 89l~ti0n8 in an 
RBD trial ( 2  repr.1 grown in pert f f  c dr  r rer condition# a t  
Hisar, during the rainy rea8on 1985/06. Plot r i a * :  5 row8 o f  
4 F; Net plot  harvertad: 3.6 8q.m. 
Podr Pod damage maan (8 )  
Cultivars/ DF Charactsrr plbr pt  -----------------I-- Y f e l d  
Lines 508 1984*  (12)ptr. Borer Podfly Total kg/hr 
ramp1 ed 
UPAS-120 (Check) 7 0  - 07 11.8 9 . 1  16.9 3130 
PUSA- 3 3 80 HY 97 11.5 2,4 3 9  3890 
XCPL-6 (Check) 85 - 144 3.4 3.7 7.1 2420 
- - - I - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - - C - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ . L * . L ~ ~ ~ ~ . I . . c . . c . . c . . ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o . ~ ~ . o ~ ~ ~ o ~ * ~ o ~ ~ ~  
Trial mean 8.8 5.6 1 4 4  2593 
SE of mean 2 (2.73) ++(2.93)** 3.22 524  
CVI 23.3 32,4 31.6 29 
LSD of p<.05  - 11, - .I 
- -CI I - -~- - -~- - - - - - - - - - - - - -o~( I r"LI . - - . I ( . . I" -~-~-~-~. - - . - - * -~-o-- - -~~*~-- . - -  
For abbreviations see page 5 .  
* *  ~ r c s i n f i  transformation was used for the analyrir of data. 
Figures in parentheses are the t r a n ~ f o r m d  valuer. 
Tab I @  7 1  Rerultu of t es t ing  ahort -durat ion  selection8 i n  an RED trial 
( 3  reps) grown in peaticidc free condition. a t  Eiaar, d u r i w  
the rainy rearon 1985/86. plot eizez 5 rows of 4 m; Net plot  
harvaoted: 4.86 aq.m. 
Pod damage mean ( a )  nean 
Cultivars/ DP Characters ----------------------- sample 
Linrasi 508 1984*  B o r e r  ~ o d f  l y  Total " y i e l d  
q ( 6  p t s )  
Trial mean 
SE af mean 2 
CVI  
LSD st p<Q.OS 
---*---------. 
* For abbreviations see page 5 ,  
b *  ~ r c s i n f i  transformation was used for the a n a l y s i s  of data. 
Figures in parentheses arc the transformed values. 
Tab a 8: Breeders' promiring line8 for pert rurceptibility a t  Birrr 
during the rainy maron, 1985/86. Entrlert 3 7 t  Rep8.t 28 
Plot: 1 row of 4 a (1.8 r q . m , ) .  
Pod damage percentage (mean) 
Entry - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - w - * C I - I I I . I - . I ~ " . I . I - I  Y ie ld (kg/hr) 
Borer Podf ly Total 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - w - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - . I I ~ ~ * ~ o - - - - O - ~ ~ o ~ . I D D ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ w o ~ ~ m ~ - - - - o . I ~ - o ~  
ICPL- 186 14.5 
R-77-216 4.7 
ICPL-84059 12.2 
UPAS-120 [check) 6.1 
I CPL-84050 22.9 
fCPL-8311 36.2 
TCPL-84030 24.3 
ICPL-8327 14.7 
XCPL-84023 24.7 
ICPL-292 17.1 
1 CPL-8 329 13.8 
ICPL-84055 19.9 
ICPL-317 31.8 
ICPL-8322 22.1 
ICPL-84052 21.0 
ICPL-84029 12.9 
ICPL-8332 5.8 
ICPL-8316 15.6 
ICPL-84026 21.2 
TCPL-84056 32.6 
ICPL-84020 43.0 
ICPL-151 21.8 
ICPL-84031 37.5 
ICPL-84027 2 5.2 
ICPL-8326 15.9 
ICPL-84042 27.9 
ICPL-8328 24.0 
ICPL-314 8.9 
ICPL-269 22 .7 
ICPL-8306 39.9 
ICPL-84018 40.3 
ICPL-8321 25.3 
ICPL-8315 47.4 
ICPL-84040 31.8 
ICPL-4 50.3 
ICPL-84019 45.9 
ICPL- 3 16 53.7 
----------CII--I--C-----------LLLL-----------.-------o---------------- 
Trial mean 25.3 5 0 30.3 2710 
SE mean 2 (3.35) * (2.89) * 5.51 400 
CVI  16 34 25 21 
~ ~ ~ ~ . L I ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ . . ~ - - - - . . ~ . ~ . ) ~ ~ . ~ I ~ I ~ ~ ~ . . I . . l i . I , ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ o o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - -  
A r c a i n q T  transfornation waa used for the 8n.ly8i8 of data. 
F i g u r e s  i n  p a r e n t h e s e s  are t h e  transformed valuer. 
Within t h i r  group, rclcctionr of' a vide range of days to flowtrinq 
were teated in ttiale of short-medium and medium-long duration type8 
with re levant  checks. 
Seed from 14 r i n g l c  plant ~clectiono from t h e  previous year  vcrc 
rown i n  BU8-5E with two checks, in a two replication l a t t i c e  trial i n  
p lot6  of 2 row8 of  4 m (roue 7 5  cw a p a r t ) .  Obeervat~one and plot 
relections were made at maturity in b o t h  the replications. Pod 
ramplre ware collected f r o r  selected p l o t s  and frorr check entries for 
peotr damage aseessments. Out o f  14 soleetionti  t e s t e d ,  only S bu lks  
were advanced for teeting on l a r g e  p lo t t i .  
In another lattice t r i a l ,  2 8  entries including 3 checks of medium- 
long duration were rown on plote of 3 rows of 4 r, in two replicates. 
In t h i ~  trial moderately high borer damage was observed and podfly 
incidence wae not severe an the basis of visual observations, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  on reduced sueceptitility and high yield, 4 lines were 
advanced for further tests. Thc pod damage assessment data of these 
entries a r e  not furnished here, afi thls was a preliminary t e s t .  
In  another BLS-trial we tested 9 short-rnediuv duration selections 
under uneptayed conditions on plots of 3 rows of 4 m replicated four 
times. S i x  p l a n t s  samples were taken at maturity for pod dbmnge 
arrcorrnenta. For yield compar isons ,  9 sq.~. p l o t s  were harvested.  
Borer damagcr was rnodcratetly h i g h  and  h i g h  podf ly  damage, r a n g i n g  f r o r  
27 to 4 5 t ,  was recorded. Only one selection PBNA 53, gave a 
rignificantly greater yield than the check cultivar BDN-1. Three more 
eelactions, including JCP-1903-El  also produced h i g h e r  y i e l d s  than the 
check (Table 8 1 ,  With the RtS analyses we obtained a higher 
efficiency of 109 to 1278 over  HBD in t h e  case of borer damage %, 
hymenopteran damage and y i e l d  ( T a b l e  9 ) .  
The medium-duration selections, which were t e s t e d  in t h e  previous 
2-3 years ,  were grouped i n  medium and medium-long duratlon groups and 
tested i n  two separate triple lattlce sguale trials with check BDN-1 
in one on BUS-8C and C-11 in the other on BUS-SE. The crop growth wae 
good in the beginning, but at the flowering and pod setting stage 
there was a shortage of soil moisture, due to t h e  l ong  drought  period. 
This water stress caused poor pod setting and seed development 
particularly in late maturing genotypes. The borer damage ranged f r o s  
16 to 39% and podf ly  damage f r a ~  2.6 to 29.7%. Hymenopteran damage 
was low, except for one entry (DA-15)  in which 32% pod damage by this 
pest was recorded. Only 3 genotypes in t h e  rnediur d u r a t i o n  group and 
one in medlun-long-duration group produced greater yields than the 
checks, but statistical analyses showed no significant difference 
among the cultivars. 
Wa recorded greater efficiency (104 to 213%) i n  the sedium- 
duration trial on square lattices over RBD for the pest damage 
variables, except for hymenopteran pod damage and yield. However, in 
the other square lattice t r i a l  with medium-long-duration material 
Table 9: Rarulta of tertinq short-medium duration orlectionr under 
unsprryed conditions during the rainy reuon, 198S/86 at 808- 
56, ICRISAT Canter. Plot rirar 3 rowa of 4 m tBLSD)j taat 
p l o t  harvested: 9 rq.n.; Haeverted on: 5 ?eb 1906. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L 1 1 ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - . L - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . o o ~ ~ ~ ~ o o w ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Pod ,daluge w8n ( 8 )  
Cultivatarf  DF Cha r a- --- ~ * o ~ - - ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ - o o w I , o . . . . . . I ) o o ~ o  Y ia ld  
lines 508 cterr* Borer Podfly** Bymn. Tot81 kg/h& 
C I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ L ~ o o o ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - . I ) - - ~ - - . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e o ~ ~ o ~ ~ o o o o o m * w ~ w ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ o  
PBNA- 5 3 129 LB,HY 23.7 44.6 5 3  6 7 , 9  1110 
T r i a l  mean 
SE of  mean 2 
CVI  
LSD a t  pc.05 
Effitncy t over RBD 
For abbreviations ate page 5. 
*+  Data analysed ae RBD, 
there was a lover efficiency (72 to 95%) over RBD ( T a b l e s  10 and 11). 
Ii0me entrier, particularly the direare rerlrtant btlactionr, were 
selected for further terting. 
On B I L - 6 A  rt ICRISAT Center, we teatad 18 prosiring relaction bulks 
(including 0DN-1 and C-11 check81 on plotr of 12 row8 of 4 m in a two 
replication split block trial under sprayed and unmprayed conditions. 
The crop growth was good in all the entriaa, but plant stand was poor 
in cultivar ICP-7035 ploto, where many of tbr large seed8 failed to 
germinate, due to lack of noirture in .oil at the time of sowing. 
In this trial we applied 3 spray6  of endosulfrn, one of 
aonocrotophos and two of dimethoate, mainly against and 
podfly. There was a good protection againot U t h f P  in the sprayed 
block and podfly incidence was also reduced, but hymenopteran pest 
damage increased considerably. Noet of the genotypes produced very 
good yields and there was some increase due to protection against 
pest$ ,  b u t  no $election produced yields a8 good as BDN-1. Genotypes, 
ICP-3328, ICP-10531, ICP-1903 and PPE-88 showed tolerance to pest 
attack. The pest damage aseessment results and yields of the 
selections tested are furnished in Table 12. 
Unrprayad trial at Patancheru (BUS-SE)  
The long-duration genotypes do not produce good yields in south India, 
They are better suited to the north Indian conditions. This year, 
because of scanty rains, the late varietier suffered from drought 
stre$$, that resulted in poor pod setting and seed development. We 
obtained good comparisons of peat susceptibility in the selections of 
the long-duration genotypes from disease resistant material  fro^ 
AICPIF-lina and from our pest tolerant mixture bulks. 
we grew 30 entries in a generalized lattice deeign, in plots of 3 
rows of 4 m, with three checks under pesticide free conditions, In 
this trial one entry failed to produce pods, and so was deleted 
from the analysis. Lepidopteran borer damage ranged from 17% to 42% 
(Table 1 3 ) .  Some genotypes showed a low level of podfly incidence and 
they were selected for further testing. The susceptible entries 
showed 20 to 358 podfly damage in pods. A l l  the selections and checks 
produced low yields, the maximum being 370 kg/ha in one of our wilt 
re~istant selection. We selected some lines showing multiple disease 
and pest resistance from this trial, 
Teating of long-duration promising bulks - sprayed/unsprayed 
corrrpar ison 
On block BXL-6A, v t  grew 15 bulks of the long-duration group under 
$prayed/unsprayed conditions in a two replicate split-block trial, in 
plotr of 12 rows of 9 r. Ralf of the trial was protected from borer 
trble 10: -#tin9 of piqaonpea relectionr (from Patulcberu ud i l i r a ~ )  
of n d i u r d u r a t i o n  on BUS-8C, ICIZUT Cantot during tba 
rainy maron 1985/86. Plot airat 3 rorr of 4 i.pr.8 3 
(Lattice rquars) 8 Net p l o t  harveotedl 9 rq,h 
~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~ I I I o . ~ ~ o o ~ o ~ . . , ~ ~ . I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . I v I I ) ~ ~ w ~ I C ~ C ~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ w w a ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ m ~ - - - - - - a  
Pad damage m a n  ( 8 )  
c u t t i o r r e /  D? Chara- -----------ow-o---oo--w.c-m--- Yield 
liner 508 c t r r r *  Borer ~ 0 d L i y  Byla. Total kg/hr 
GS- 1 107 
BDN- 1 (Check 109 
ICPL 345 113 
PDA-5-3EB 11s  
ICP-1903-El-2EB 122 
ICPL-342 126 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o m ~ ~ ~ I o w w m . I w * - - - - ~ ~ -  
Tr ial mean 24.1  10 .5  2,6 3 6 . 3  608 
SE of mean f 3.05 1.60  (1 .95)**2 .50  97 
CVI 22 27 10 12 28 
LSD a t  p<0.05 0,79 4 .61  (5 .62)**7.21 0 
Efficiency % over RBD 104.2  2 1 L 4  8 3 , s  185.5 99 
- - - ~ ~ - ~ L ~ ~ I ~ I ~ L ~ I ~ ~ . . . L ~ . . . o ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ . . - ~ ~ . . . I L . ) - ~ - ~ o ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - -  
* For abbr3viations 0ee page 5 .  
**  Arcrindt  tranrfornation war used for the anrlyair of data. 
Figurer in parenthese8 are the tranrformed v&~u@#. 
Tabla l l t  h r t i n g  of relectionr from medium-long-duration pigeonper 
under unrprryed conditionr, ICRISAT Center (BUS-51). Plot 
rirer 3 towr of 4 .I, t r i p l e  lattice; net plot harvertedl 9 
6q.m. 
~ ~ - ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ O - ~ L I . . I ~ . I ~ ~ . I - ~ C ~ I ~ D ~ ~ - ~ . L ~ - ~ ~ O - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - O - ~ . . I ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O  
Pod damage mean ( 8 )  a 
Cultfvare/Linar DP "--- - - -w-.- - - - - - - -L--- - - - - - - -  Y i e l d  
508 Borer Podfly Hymn. Total kg/ha 
~-1~o-LI.I--I.~-~o----IL.C~~~I~~(.."I.I...--~*~.-~.~-~I--.."--.-~-----.--o-- 
C-11 (Check) 124  2 9 . 8  29.7 6 .9  60.8 360 
Trial mean 25 .0  20.2 1 3 . 1  5 4 . 1  2 4 0  
SE o f  mean 5 4.15 5 .51  ( 3 . 1 8 ) *  7 .68  73  
tV8 29  47 30 25  54  
LSD a t  ~ ( 0 . 0 5  12 .40  I ( 1 0 . 3 8 ) +  - - 
Efficiency t over RBD 77 .2  7 4 . 8  7 4 . 8  71.5 81  
* k r c s i n d  transformation was used f o r  the analysia of data. 
Figures  i n  p a r e n t h e s e s  are t h e  t r a n s f o r m e d  values. 
table 1 2 1  Compariron of pipaonpea proaiaing bulk. ( n d i u r d u r r t i o n )  
undet unrprryed m d  8pr.p.4 condit ion$ on lZL-6Ar ICRf$AT 
Center, during tk rainy rr8on 1985/@6. t i t  18, Rep&.r 
2 ( s p l i t  block)? Met p l o t  hatve#tedr 22.5 rq... 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - w - ~ - ~ - . ~ ) - - - - ~ - - - ~ ~ v - - ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ m ~ m w w v ~ w - m w ~ ~ m ~  
Chrra- DP Pod drmag8 8 (mean) 
501 -a-----I----l-l----IIlr.I.II,-I.Im-L Yield C u l t i v s r  cterr kg/hr 
1984. Borer Podfly Byan, Total 
PPE-88 
BDN- 1 (Ch+c k ) 
ICP-1811-t3  
GS- 1 
ICPL-84060 
ICP-1691 
ICP-3328 
ICP-1903 
ICP-10466 
ICP-4070 
APAU-2 2 0 8 
ICP-703s 
ICP-10531 
ICP-7941-El 
C-11  (Check) 
ICP 1-6 
ICP-7946-El 
ICP-0134-1 
LBS 1 0 4  5e3 
RB 1 1 5  1 5 , 9  
LBtLT,RR 118 10 .2  
LBrLRtLT 1 1 8  l 5 a 2  
f3Y 1 2 4  5 . 8  
RB 1 2 4  l l e 3  
LB,LT,RY 1 2 4  1 3 . 2  
LBIMPftHY 1 2 4  1 3 a 4  
LBtHP€,LW 1 2 4  1 6 e 3  
LB 1 2 4  1 1 . 3  
LB,LT,AY 1 2 4  17 .2  
LB , RH 1 2 4  1 7 . 6  
UB 1 2 4  1 7 , 7  
HB , LPf 1 2 8  2 1 . 1  
HB , HY 1 3 0  1 7 . 9  
RB 1 3 0  1 7 , 4  
LB,LPi,HY 1 3 9  2Sa6  
LB,RY,HPf 1 4 8  30.2 
PPE-88 
BDN-1 (Check) 
ICP-1811-E3 
GS- 1 
ICPL-84060 
ICP-1691 
ICP-3328 
ICP-1903 
ICP-10466 
ICP-4070 
A P A 5 2 2 0 8  
ICP-7035 
ICP-10531 
ICP-7941-El  
C-11 (Check) 
ICP  1-6 
LB6 104  
BB 115 
LB8LT,RH 1 1 8  
LBtLB,LT 118 
BY 1 2 4  
HB 1 2 4  
LBtLTtUY 1 2 4  
LB,HPf,HY 1 2 4  
LBtBPf,Lkl 1 2 4  
LB 1 2 4  
LB,LTtAY 1 2 4  
LB8RA 1 2 4  
MB 1 2 4  
AB , LPf 1 2 8  
HB , HY 1 3 0  
AB 1 3 0  
Chara- D? Pod dssrgr 8 (man) Yield  
Cultivrt ctarr 308 -.-.-.----.------m--....III,.I,L..)....I- kg/ha 
1984* Borer Podfly Ryul. Total 
Efha 01 Main tr4atmsnt 
I I n l s w  t2LQl6Cti9n) 
Etfaa QL Suh uML0m.t t w  
SE of mean 
CVI 
SE o f  mean 2 Main 
Sub 
* For abbreviations see page 5 .  
rable 1 3 1  'Clmting of longduration pig*onpaa r*lwtlonr uad.r 
porticide free condition8 on bUB-SE, ICRIBAT Centec ducln 
the rainy rruon 1905/86. Plot rise; 3 row o t  4 nj Repa.t 
(genrrrl lattice), Rt plot harveatedt 9 8q.m. 
3 
Entry 
Pod d a ~ g @  HM (8) 
Df Chars- ----------------------I..--- rirld 
50t cterr*  Borer '~odfly Total k g / b  
XCP-7337-4-6-1-2-2-81. 169 LBOHY 13.7 20.3 
PR-3639-El-2BB 169 LPf,LB 33.4 6.2 
ICP-5172-5-2-2-1-81e 169 LB,LBo 18.2 21.5 
LT 
ICP-8107-1-3-2-1-Sl. 169 LB,EPf 27.2 35.1 
ICP-7176-5-El-4Eb 169 LE 36.4 20.3 
ICP-ll804-t3-2tB 169 LPf 21.4 9.8 
ICP-11368-E3-2EB 173 LPf,LT 26-2 6-9 
ICP-9168-WR-El 173 LIJ 32.9 8.7 
PI-394951-SWlo-W2e-UB 173 LB,HY 20.3 21.1 
Bahar (check) 173 HY 27*3 19.4 
PR- 3696-El-2tB 173 LB 31.2 9 • 0 
PI-397731-830-2EB 177 LPf ,LT 26 4 9.5 
ICP-4769-El-2EB 177 LPf 30.8 11.0 
NP-(WR)  (Check) 177 LPf 27.2 9 . 7 
P1-394954-SWl0-Wl0-WB 177 LT 23.1 13.9 
DA-13 177 H0 41.9 2.5 
PI-394571-S2@-2EB 177 HH 24.5 0.9 
PI-397731-610-2tB 177 HB 22.7 15.1 
PI-394568-S'W~*-WZO 177 LB 30.7 23.9 
PPE-87 177 LPf  36.6 14.3 
ICP-8094-2-S20-6EB 177 L0,LPf 24-9 5.4 
PPE-84 177 LB,LH, 27.2 13.4 
LT 
DA- 2 181 LB 16.9 19.2 
PX-394571-S4@-2EB 181 BB 25.2 8.5 
ICP-5151-1-1-1-2-2-EB 183 LB 27.8 21.4 
I CP-4745-2-E8-5dB 183 LB 31.5 15.9 
PR-4908-El-280 183 L P f  23.8 11.3 
T7- (Check 183 - 27.6 21.2 
Banda paleru 183 RY 23.0 17.4 
~ o ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ o ~ . ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ o ~ ~ o o o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o ~ o ~ o ~ o ~ ~ * o w e a o ~ - ~  
Trial mean 26.9 14.3 16.3 54.4 180 
SE of mean f 4.49 3.61 3.95 4.86 47 
CVI 28 41 41 14 42 
LSD a t  p(.0.05 12.82 10.32 11.2713.88 135 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ w ~ ~ ~ . . . ~ ~ w w w ~ . I c I ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o I ) ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ o o v ~ ~ ~ u m  
+ Pot abbreviation8 oee page 
and podfly by spraying 3 timer with cndo8ulfan and mnocrotopbos and 
twice  with dimethoate. The crop growth was excellent and deme in tbe 
b q i n n i n g ?  later the flowering and pod retting war affected due to 
drought etrero. 
Zn the unoprayed treatment borer d a m g e  was low but tb podfly 
incfdenca wr8 high. The rerulta of pod dahaga aseessmnts and y i r l d e  
are reported in Table 1 4 .  It i o  evident from the table that there was 
no appreciable reduction in peel  damage by spray8 and no increase in 
yields of the e a r l i e r  flowering entries. In this trial no entry 
showed any appreciable level of tolerance to peat# attacks and the 
inrecticide were found insufficient to reduce the pest  damage levels. 
ScLaani,ng ~f d i u m s  wuant linla a insect Dests resistance 
und.sr P S B I L L S A ~ ~  trea sauUltf0a 
Earlier, our pathologists have screened our selections having reduced 
susceptibility/ta~erancc to pests In their wilt and sterility mosaic 
resistance ecroenlng nurseries for 2-3 years. From these they have 
selected some single plants showing disease reeistance to an 
acceptable level. This year the eeed fror these &tingle plant 
select ions were supplied to us for eonfirwing their pes- resistance 
under pesticide free conditions. We sawed these selections on BUS-8C 
at the end of June 1985 on plots of 2 rows of 4 m, in two-replication 
lattices. 
In t h i s  trial only a few entries were of medium-duration, the 
others were very  late in flowering. Damage by both the major pests 
was low and y i e l d $  were also vary poor, except for six entries which 
produced m a r t  than the common check SCP-6443 (Table 15). Some of the 
entries showed reduced susceptibility to borers and podfly, these were 
selected and advanced for further t e s t l n g  i n  the coming season. 
Under t h e  varietal testing prograrrme of the All India Coordinated 
Pulses Improvement Project (AICPIP), we received 8 arhar (pigeonpea) 
genotypes in EXACT, 15 in EACT, 8 in ACT-1, 12 in ACT-2 and 8 
cultlvars in ACT-3 trials for testing their susceptibility to pests at 
ICRISAT Center during rainy season 1985-86. These genotypes were 
tested on the Vert isol  blocks BUS-SE and 8C,  where no pesticides were 
applied, and no irrigation was given. The sowings of these trials were 
completed on June 27, 1985 on plots of 5 rows of 4 m in 3 replication 
RBD trials, with plant to  plant spacing of 37.5 x 20 cw in EXACT and 
EACT trials and 7 5  x 30 ca i n  the other  trials* NO fertilizers were 
applied. 
Pod dawage assessments were carried out in the laboratory after 
collecting all pods at maturity from 6 plants, harvested at random 
from each plot. The plot y i e l d s  were determined from net plots of 
3 . 9 4  8q.m. i n  the e x t r a  early maturity trials and 7.88 sq.m. in ACT 1 
to 3 trials. 
Table l 4 t  Colrplti8on of pigoonper promirin bulkr (long-duration) 
unbar unaptryed and rprayed condit f an8 on bIt-6At fCRI$AT 
Cant.?, during th. rainy raa8on 1905/86 .  Entriwa 158 Rap8.a 
2 (rplit block)] N e t  plot hrtveotedt 60 8q.r. 
- I - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C I ~ - L I I - - - - - w - ( . . - - - 1 1 1 . . . - - . . - - . ) w I l r - ~ ~ ~ w ~ I ~ I . . - v - ~ m ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ m - - ~ m m ~ m m  
Chrrr- DF Pad damage t (man) 
501  ----ol------l~-----...III.I~I,.IlroL.I, Yield cul t i v a r  ctsrr kg/ha 
1984" Borer Podfly Hymn. Total 
- ~ - c - ~ c I I I ~ I I I I I I I I - I I - - - - - - . I I ~ - - I . I - ~ . l i ~ I I ) ~ - ~ ~ " - o - . - - w ~ L ~ m ~ m L ~ ~ m . ) ~ - o ~ ~ ~ -  
LB, LPf 1 4 3  14 .6  
H H ,  HPf 1 4 9  25.7 
LB,HPf,HH 1 4 9  24.2 
LBSILPf 1 5 1  34.2 
LPFS 1 5 1  25.1 
LB , RY 1 5 1  34 .8  
LB , LPf 1 5 1  28 .7  
LB , HY 1 5 1  29 .1  
LB, LPf 1 5 5  28.1 
HPf , H H  1 5 5  30.7 
LB, LPf 1 5 5  2 6 . 8  
LBJLPf ,  160  32 .7  
S M R  
LB 160 29.2 
LB , LPf 160 30 .9  
BB 1 7 9  22 .3  
Mean 27.8  2 1 . 2  25.6 63.3 780 
PPE- 8 3 LB, LPf 1 4 3  8.4 
ICP-7337-2-64. RR,RPf 1 5 1  20.0 
PPE-36-2 LB,HPf,HH 150 18 .4  
PPE- 8 4 LBS,LPf 1 5 1  30.1 
PPE-87 LPFS 1 4 9  14.6  
ICP-3615-El LB,HY 1 5 1  1 9 . 5  
PPE-37-3 LB, LPf 1 5 3  1 2 . 5  
ICP-7176-5 LB , HY 152 36.8 
ICP-644 3 LB, LPf 152  18 .2  
XCP-8127-E3 HPf , HR 1 5 5  20.7 
XCP-8094-2-62 LB, LPf 1 5 5  18.0 
ICP-8102-5 LB,LPf, 1 5 7  21.9 
SHR 
ICP-3940-El LB 160 20 .4  
Charra- DF Pod damage 8 (maan) Yield 
Cult ivar ctsrle 501 - - - - - L I I L I I I I I I I I I I - . L - - I e - . . . - o  kglha 
1984* Borer Podfly Hymn. Total 
-0 m w - - - o * - - * - n - * - - * - - - - - - - - - w - . I I I , I , . I I . c ( I - . c ~ . L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
Mean 2 1 . 1  19.2 26.0 57.5 770 
SE of mean & 
CVI  
SE of mean t Main 
Sub 
* For abbreviations see page 5 .  
Table 1 s t  Result8 o f  tert ing diaoaae r e a i a t m t  liner for paat 
rurceptibility unbw p u t i c i d a  fte8 oonditfonr duting tbr 
rainy rerron 198S/U6 an 008-bC, ICRISAT Centef. Plot aillet 
2 row of 4 R, hp.8 2 (lattiaa 8qoara)t k t  plot 
brrvartedt 6 q.r. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Pod darrrge wan ( 8 )  
Cultivrr/liner ---I---w-m--CIwIIII-IoII---m lie16 
501 mtar Podfly ~y.lr. mt.1 kp/ha 
r - - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ C L ~ - . I ) - . ) - ~ . ~ - - w ~ . ~ ~ - - - - ~ a i l - - ~ w w ~ * o o - - ~ ~ m m - a - a ~ - a a ~ w ~ ~ ~ m ~ m  
WE-45-2-78 (ch.ck) 108 13.7 31.8 5.5 46.8 310 
BDN-1 (ch+ck) SO8 2 3  13.6 5.7 4 4  270 
PI-36lS-E1-3EB-I-1,-Sbr 115 25.6 9.0 S b 4  41.4 310 
C-ll (check) 122 28.0 13.1 3,1 43.2 280 
1 ~ ~ - ~ 5 9 5 ~ t 1 ~ 2 ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ $ 1 k  123 16*3 20e6 2.6 38*8 190 
~CP-39444O-tB-215b-1-8B0 123 22.3 I U . 9  4.8 45.4 1550 
fC~-1903-tl-ftB (check) 123 7.0 1S,6 9,6 30.9 290 
ICP-6831-810-S&r, 156 10.8 4.8 3.3 21.1 450 
I CP-8583-El-2-eB-1-1-Stk 161 8 17-5 2.4 41.6 240 
ICP-8689-E1-2EB-l-l-l-8Ok 171 24.0 1 3 . 5  1.8 39.0 270 
PX-396388-~-2E8-1-1-8~ 171 23,8  13.0 8.3 46.2 160 
rc~-10659-8le-s~. 171 10 , f  12.5 11.8 34.6 330 
CW- 3-4EB-Sle-$8. 171 34.1 12.5 1.2 50.0 250 
ICP-8325-El-3LB-1-1-SB. 175 17.7 19.6 10.4 44.6 950 
PI-397731-2-1-Sm 175 21.4 19.5 8.1  47.8 390 
ICP-7198-Sl0-sB. 175 17 .1  ale8 4.8 46.9 250 
IcP-4769-Sl0-SB. 175 8.4 12.1 11.0 44.9 290 
ICP-8301-1-2-2-1-SB. 179 19.8 28.5 1 S S , 9  180 
TCP-8860-5-1-SB. 179 24.7 12*0 5 .2  42.1 270 
P1-397275-l-Sl+-SlM 179 3 1 6  11.7 2.0 44.7 410 
PI-397677-1-Sle-SBe 179 25.9 13.7 Oe8 37.7 250 
ICP-8094-2-1-81a-EBo 179 19.8 6.6 2.3 32,8 190 
ICP-5036-S1.-SB 179 17 .6  16.4 4.7 41.7 430 
ICP-7176-5-El-1-1-1-SB. 183 49.0 7 , 5 11.8 66.8 100 
ICP-8135-1-1-2-1-SM 183 28.5 12.7 9,l 49.6 150 
ICP-8128-2-3-2-2-1-BB. 183 15.4 19.4 1 7 5  53,4 290 
PI-397731-3-1-SBe 183 19.4 14.3 10.3 46.0 140 
PI-394571-2-SFh 1 8 3  17,O 22,l 11.0 48.1 190 
PI-394571-3-1-SB+ 183 13.6 11.3 6.0 33.2 120 
PI-394571-4-1-88. 183 26.3  9,O 1.4 36.6 160 
PI-394571-5-1-80. 183 14.1 11.0 1 2 1  42.0 180 
XCP-6443 ( c k c k )  183 22.4 14,8 2.0 38.8 320 
ICP-4886-Sle-SB. 183 1 6  19.0 5.2 38.7 160 
ICP-6102-2-Sla-EB (check) 183 2 6 - 7  17,7 5.4 48.9 230 
PI-396986-1-610-680 107 19.0 11.2 7.7 43.2 120 
TCP-8130-El-2tB-1-1-1-SBo 187 22.1 3 4 , s  5.8 60.9 140 
~ ~ ~ C ~ I I ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . I . c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w - ~ - * v - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Trial mean 21.4 15,4 6.5 43.6 260 
St!! of wean & 4.98 3.34 13.48)*+6.17 66 
CVI 33 31 36 20 36 
LSD at p<0.05 14.3 9.7 10.1 L 192 
Efficiency 8 aver RBD 79.3 112.7 9.96 93.3 108 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ - ~ * - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *  
Arcrin It transfotlvtfon war ured for t h e  analyris of data 
Figures in parentherer are transformed valuer. 
The p l o t  y i s l d e  were low in nost of these trials, largely because 
of severe sucking bug i n f e n t a t i o n  i n  t b e  rttra-early cultivars and 
bscaure of water s t c e e s  i n  other trials. This y e a r  b e c a u s e  of lack of 
r a i n s  there was vary ra id m a t u r i t y  i n  the crop and pod setting and 
ased f i l l i n g  was poor. T g ere wae revere borer damage in t h e  short- and 
msdluw-duration entries, but the borer incidence declined in the late 
flowering ones, Hymenopteran damage was h i g h  i n  the early flowering 
grnutypee.  An increase in t h e  p o d f l y  i n c i d e n c e  was n o t i c e d  in the  
aadium and long-duration e n t r i e s .  The r a r u l t e  of the pod damage 
asseesnenta and yields are f u r n i a h t d  i n  Tables 16 t o  20. 
In tho EXACT, no entry gave a significantly higher yield than the 
check IIPAS-120 and there were no significant differences between t h e  
entries for mean percentage of borer damage and p d f l y  damage. ICPL- 
268 i n  &ACT showed t h e  least damage by borers and produced the 
greatest y i e l d .  The determinate genotypes suffered most damage due to 
lepidopteran p e s t s  in this trial. Some entries ehowed less damage 
caused by the hymenopteran pest (Table 17). 
Better y i e l d s  were recorded in the ACT-1 in which 811 the entriee 
were indaterpinate. Some genotypes showed less pod danage caused by 
borers and the hymenopteran. Among these, CORG-5 was outstanding in 
seed yield with moderate damage by borers. No significant differences 
in yields were detec ted  among the entries in this trial, 
Tn ACT-2 and ACT-3,  MRG-66 and ICPL-66 showed least .damage by 
borers and produced the greatest yields. Some entries from these 
trials were selectee? for f u r t h e r  testing on the tasis of their reduced 
susceptibility to different pests and greater  y i e l d s .  
hs in previous y e s ~ s ,  we grew the following wild relatives of 
piqeonpea this year  (in block BUS-8C)  under pes t i c ide  free conditions 
on 3 rows of 4 @ .  
In the b e g i n n i n g  the plant growth was very good and many pods were 
produced by &.~J&YSPL.QA and A 8 s c a r ~ ~ .  Later,  t h e  plant growth 
was severely affect,ed by d r o u g h t  and no pods could be h a r v e s t e d  from 
the other species which flowered later. We harvested pods iron 
h @ ~ A ~ G . M Q . ~  in two  picks and f r o r  A.S(:U&- only once. Pod 
damage assessments $ere  rade in the sampled pods and the pest damage 
data are furnished in the Table 21. 
Table 16: lbru l ta  of tarrtiag lPUCT (AICPIP) pigmapa. crultivrtr for 
rt  rurceptibility undet perticid. free oonditionr orr W- 
C a t  ICRISAT Center, Patancheru, dutin t& rainy rearon r
1 9  Plot # i t a t  5 o w  of 4 m 3 7 . 5  0 ern)# k p 8 . t  3 
RbDt W t  p1ot'hrrvarrt.d; 3.94 8q.m. 
S 
- ~ - ~ - c ~ ~ - ~ a c ~ ~ ~ m ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - . I ~ ) . ~ I - - ~ ~ * - - - - - ~ - m ~ - m - m ~ - ~ ~ o ~ w m ~ - ~ ~ w w w - ~ ~ ~  
Pod damage maw ( I I )  
~ultivatE1in.r Growth DC ----------------~11I~oooC~.. Yield 
habitr 50% Borer Podfly R p n .  Total  kg/ha 
-I---~~-*~--CIIICII-Lv-------I~-I,-.c~rl~..)---a'.c-~~-a--~~mo~~~~---~m---D-w 
AL- 1 DT 49 47.7 0.5 30.7 69.5 190 
P-851 NDT 5 1 38.5 0.6 17 .5  54.4 410 
TAT- 10 SDT 57 3 6 . 3  1 . 2  24.5 58.6 390 
UPAS-120 (Check) SDT 57 4 1  . 9 1 . 5 8 .4  49.8 320 
------.--.---.-~----LC-------~------------~-~------------ou--o-~m----- 
Trial mean 3 9 . 4  0 .7  21.9 57.5 306 
SE o f  mean f 4 . 9 5  ( 1 . 2 2 ) * *  4.38 5 . 2 1  39 
C V I  22 52  35 16 22 
* For abbreviations see page 5 .  
* *  ~ r c a i n f l  tranrformation war ured for the analyrir of data. 
Figures  i n  parentheets are transformed v a l u s e .  
Tab e 1 7 :  Reaultr of t e a t i n g  EACT (AICPIP) p igeonpa cultirara for  
peat 8 u r c e p t i b i l i t y  under p e 8 t i c i d e  f ree  condition8 on BUS- 
8C at JCRISAT Canter, Patanchrru, during t h e  rainy searon 
1985/86. Plot s i t e :  S row$ of 4 b (37.5 x 20 cn); Reps.: 3 
RBD; Net p l o t  harveatedr 3 .94  8q.e. 
Pod damage mean 
Cultivar/linea Growth DF - 1 1 1 - - - - ~ - " - - - 0 - - - - - - . ) . . - - - 1 1 1 -  Y i e l d  
habitf 50) Borer Podfly Bymn. Total kg/ha 
- " C - - L ~ ~ ~ - ~ I ~ - o I - ~ I - ~ - ~ - ~ - - o ~ " . c . c . c . c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ I . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - * - - ~ ~ o - - - - o - - - -  
AL- 13 SDT 63 37 . 5 1.6 18.9 54.6 270 
UPAS-120 (Check SDT 63 49.2 1.5 9.0 58.0 200 
AL- 5 7 SDT 63 34.7 1.8 13.1 48.0 310 
A L - 5 6  SDT 6 3  41.1 1.1 23.1 58.0 240 
Pant-A1 (Check) SDT 63 55.3 0.9 1 .  62.6 140 
ICPL-8 327 SDT 6 3  5 1 . 0  2.1 4.5 57.2 250 
TAT- 1 0 SDT 6 3 35.5 1.4 29.1 61.8 240 
H-82-26 SDT 65 58.8 0.3 15.0 69.4 230 
n----------------------------o---------------------------------------- 
Trial mean 46.7 1,45 1 7 .  62.4 238 
SE of mean 5 6.13 (1.77) ( 5 .741  6.38 79 
CV% 2 3 5 1 4 3 18 57 
-------------)I------"--------*---------------n----------------------- 
* For abbreviations see page 5 .  
r b l r  18: Results of t e r t i n g  1 (AICPIP)  p i 9 ~ n p . a  cul t ivara  for 
pert ru8ceptlbility unbet p r t i c i d e  f rer  condition8 on BUS- 
8C a t  ICRISAT Center, Patanchrru, during tba rainy rarron 
1985/06. Plot airel 5 rows of 4 a (75 x 30 c n ) ~  Rapr.: 3 
RBD; W c t  plot hrrvestedt 7.88 8q.m. 
Pod damage mean ( a )  
Cultivar/lincs Growth DF m - - ~ - - o - - - - - - - o ~ - L C L I - o I ) - - ~ -  Y ilrld 
habit* 50% Borer Podfly Hymn. Total kg/hr 
---- ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ u - ~ i . . . . , * - - - ~ . I ) ~ . I ) ~ ~ ~ I I I I I I I I . I , ~ " . ~ o . ~ . ~ ~ ~ * - ~ ~ ~ o " . . , o * ~ m o ~ ~ m - e ~  
'fCPL-186 NDT 67 22.3 2.2 21.6 4 6 . 4  620 
P a n t - A 4 0 3  NDT 69 33.2 1 , 4  26.3 58.7 530 
Pant-A-102 NDT 69 41,l 1.5 18.2 57.8 520 
Pant-A-104 NDT 69 33.8 2.2 9.2 46.4 560 
T-21 (Check) NDT 79 36.7 2 . 3  17.3 54.4 640 
CORG- 5 NDT 85 26.9 2.2 9.5 37.1 970 
PF- 14 NDT 88 14.9 1.9 21 . 1 36.2 710 
PT-20 NDT 92 18.4 2.9 39.4 56.1 720 
- -  - - - - - - - - - - 
Trial mean 28.4 2 . 1 20.3 49.1 650 
SE of vean 2 3.09 (1.25)**(3.20)**3.70 89 
C V I  19 2 7 2 1 13 23 
-~-------- - - - - -"-~---- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - -o--"------~--o-"------v 
For abbrev ia t ions  see page 5 .  
* *  ~rcsin-dx transformation was used for the analysirr of data. 
Figures  i n  parenthesec are the transformed values. 
"age 32 
Tab le  19s Testing of pigeonpa ACT 2 entrier of AICPIP for pert 
rorceptlbility under p r t i c f d e  free conditioru at ICRISAT 
Center, Patancheru, during the rainy rearon, 198S86.  Plot 
r i z r t  5 row# of 4 F (75 x 30 cm); Reps.: 3 (RBD) on BUS 5E; 
Date rovnr 26 June 19858 Net plot harvertedr 7.878 8q.n. 
pod damage man ( t )  
Cultivar/lines Growth DF .~"~C.-"---C~Z----I-------- Yield 
habit* 508 Borer Podfly Hymn. Total kg/ha 
-e - - I - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - * - - -"~e- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - -w- - - - -  
* 
C-11 (CHI NDT 125  46.8 18.0 2.9 63.9 240 
ART-6 SDT 125 38.4 14.9 0.9 53.2 390 
ART- 1 SDT 1 2 5  45.6 13.1 3.2 60.1 130 
PT-22 SDT 126 46.6 15.6 6.4 65.8 190 
ICPL-332 SDT 131 26.2 23.9 15.1 59.4 240 
MRG-66 SDT 1 3 1  18.3 33.5 15.7 58.9 420 
MTH- 11 SDT 131 27.2 30.6 1.7 53.9 340 
MTH- 9 
MTH- 8 
NDT 133 33.4 27.8 2.1 6 0 . 6  360 
NDT 1 3 5  32.0 24.9 0.8 53:l 350 
G-78-3 NDT 135 38.3 39.6 0.2 76.2 190 
AGS-478 SDT 138 27.5 19.6 3.3 47.7  290 
NTH- 5 NDT 138 37.6 20.4 3.2 57.2 340 
*-*-*----------------------------------w----------.-----------.------- 
Trial mean 3 4 . 8  23.5 4.62 59.2 291 
SE of wean + 5 . 0 5  3.74 (2.98) **4.91 75 
CVI 2 5 28 51 14 45 
---).**-o----LZ------------------------------.-------.----w. 
* See abbreviations page 5. 
* *  Arcsinv't transformation was used for the analysis of data. 
Fiqures in parentheses a r e  transformed values. 
fable 2 0 t  h a t i n g  of pigeonpa ACT 3 entciea of AICPIP foe p a t  
rurrceptibi l i ty under perticids free condftlonr a t  ICal&II,T 
Center, Patancheru, during the rainy raaaon, 1985/86. Plot 
8 ize t  5 row8 of 4 A (75  x 30 cnl-RBD on BUS 8Ct Date cowrrt?f 
June 19851 N.t plot  karvaatedr 7.878 aq.m. 
Pod dermge man ( 8 )  
Cultivat/l ines Growth DF ------------ - - -m-*--*-- . . . . I I - -  Yield 
h a b i t *  50% Borer Podfly Bymn. Total kg/ha 
- - - - - ~ L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - * - ' I ) - - - ~ - * * - - ~ ~ ~ * - a - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - ~ ~  
DA- 8 NDT 89 22.9 16.1 4.7 42.0 180 
ICP-6443(CH) SDT 156 1 4 . 5  '21.5 3 . 8  38 .8  290 
T-7 (CHI SDT 175 2 5 . 1  1 7 . 1  2.3 42.9  1 50 
DA- 1 S SDT 177 2 4 3  18.6 12.1 5 2 . 6  220 
TCPL- 360 NDT 177 3 3 . 5  1 0 . 1  4.0 45.4 150 
ICPL-366 NDT 177 19 .1  2 6 . 3  0.4 44.7 320 
PDA- 10 SDT 177 1 6 . 5  27 .6  4.0 1 7 . 4  220  
Trial mean 
SE of mean 2 
CV% 
For abbreviations see page 5 .  
* *  ~rcsin?rB transformation was used for the analysis of data. 
Figures in parentheses are transformed values.  
Table 211  Pod damage by inrectr i n  wi ld  rclativer of pipeonpea 
(- rpp.) under pertlcldr free condition8 a t  
ICRISAT Canter on BUS-8C, during thr rainy rearon 1985-86. 
-* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L I o I - L I ~ ~ - o - ~ ~ v ~ - . . I o ~ * ~ o ~ o . c L o ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ v - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ * - - - - ~ -  
Pod s / Pod damge mm ( $ 1  
Wild rpecicr Pick Aarvrr- DP pt(6 ---------------------- Sampl e 
tad 5 0 t  ptr Borer Pod- Bymn, Total y i e l d  
$amp- f l y  9 .  
106) 
~ C o I I I L I I I o L - C I ~ " ~ ~ - . c ~ ~ ~ ~ " - ~ ~ ~ L ~ - - ~ ~ ~ o - - ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - a ~  
iintonologirto at variou. locations cooperated in te8tinp our promfsiag 
selections at different center8 in India. Tb. Principal Inveatlgator 
tEntomlogy1 euggarted trial8 of the pigaonpaa rel@ctionm of diffmreat 
duration8 from I C R I S A T  and other centerr and distributed tba reedr o f  
these t o  locations in North, South rnd Central India. From fCR18ATI 
we supplied the following salactiona: 
I CPL-20 
1 CPL- 1 
TCPL-6 
ICPL-288 
BDN- 2 
BDN- 7 
ICPL-84060 
ICP-1903 
ICP-3328 
ICP-4070 
These selections together with selection8 from other stationr and 
relevant checks were tested at Pantnagar, Varanssi, Hirar, Sshore, 
Badnapur and Rahuri. The results o f  theac trials were eumarirod by 
the Principal Investigator (Entomology), Directorate of Pulrer 
Research (ICAR), Kanpur, in t h e i r  report o f  1985/86. The pod damage 
assessnent results and yields of our selections tested at diffstent 
locations a r e  furnished in Table 2 2 ,  
In this multilocation tasting program there was no uniformity in 
the recording of p e s t s  damage or yield reeulte. Attempts were made by 
the Principal Investigator to conduct these testa in a uniform manner 
by keeping the uniformity In plot size, design of experiment and 
collection and presentation of data ,  At earn locatione @ntomologirtr 
reported difficulties in land availability and technical help; ruch 
problems led t h e  variability in data and their prsaentation. 
With the available information, it is evident that some stlection8 
arc not performing uniformly well all t h e  locations. Some are 
obviously specific to some regions in their performance. The ba8t 
performing lines from different location arc mentioned below, 
TCPL- I Low borer at Badnapur 
ICPL-84060 Low borer at Badnapur 
PPE-45 Low borer at Badnapur 
Low borer and high yield at Rahuti 
ICPL-6 Low borer and high yield at Hiear 
ICP-7946 Low podf l y at Sehore 
DA- 2 Low podfly, low borer at Varanasi 
and high yield 
Tlble 22s Relulting of tarring pig.onp.4 promi8inq ael.ctionr a t  
different cmterr i n  Indir by tbe AICPIP-entomologirtr 
during rainy rrrron, 1985/86. 
~ I ~ I ~ . ~ ~ L I ~ C - C I I I I L ~ - \ I ~ I I - I - . . . I ~ - - I . . . - ~ ( I w ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ - m ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v m ~ v o ~ ~ o w ~ m v  
Pigeonpea Borer Pod- Total Yield Borer Pod- Total Yie ld  
Select ion8 fly PDQ Kg/ha fly PDI kg/ha 
~ ~ ~ L I C I I * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ L ~ I L - ~ I r ~ . I I w - - L - - C L w I I o w - - - I ~ w - m ~ w o w ~ D D ~ D ~ ~ o ~ m m " ~ ~ o ~ ~ o ~ o  
krttr eat ly  
A-77-216 
ICPL-1-3EB 
ICPL-20-3GB 
ICPL-6- 3EB 
ICPL-288-3EB 
TAT-10-3EB 
Pant A 1  Check 
UPAS-120 Chtck 
Pan tnaga r 
. I L I I I C I - I  
~ I v I I I I I I ~ ~ ~ I . I L I I I ( I I " . c . I . . I . I . I " I . t - I L . C - . - * - - - ~ ~ ~ - . I ~ - ~ - - - ~ w - - - ~ - - - ~ . I - - - ~ .  
LSD a t  p<.05 2 . 5  9.10 US 
Entriee i n  the 
trial 6 7 '  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ . L L I I I I I . L ~ - - L - * * - . I r - - - - . . . ~ - Z . . ) - - v - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - . - - * - I . - ~ . ~ - * ~ ~  
Badnapu r 
. I I - I L I I I  
Extra ear ly  
R-77-216 
ICPL-1-360 
ICPL-20-3EB 
SCPL-6-31B 
ICPL-2 88-3EB 
TAT-10-31B 
Pant A 1  Check 
UPAS-120 Check 
-------I"o*I-*".--*----------------..)--..-----w----I---.------I-.------ 
LSD at p<,05  10.97 342 
Entries in the t r i a l  9 
---"----"---I---""I*--.-----------.-*------------------*----------"--- 
~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ - - ~ * ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ I ~ ~ C ~ o w L ~ I ) . ) ~ L o I I , ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ m ~ m a ~ m a o w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ v m  
Pigwnp..  Borer Pad- Total Yield borr,r Pod- Total YJl.18 
M1-t ion8 fly PDI EgIha fly Pbllr k p h  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L I I I I ~ ~ - - ~ - I ~ ~ - L - I I , ~ L ~ ~ . ~ I ~ L ~ ~ C ~ C L I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ D ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
PPE-15-2-78 11.8 11.4 1160 13.1 6.0 18.3 17 2 
f CP-7349-1-S4o- 
5 E8 12.9 13*9 944 17.9 18eO 30.0 100 
Sahora 197-5EB 15.3 11.5 NR 819 16.8 5.4 21e9 137 
T21 check 12,s 20.1 512 18.7 10.8 28.1 SO2 
ICP-909-El-5EB 13.1 10.8 682 20*4 8.1 2 S e 9  447 
TT- 6 23.5 20.7 569 
~ ~ o o ~ ~ - ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ . ~ o . I I - - . . r . . r a . L - . I ~ . - ~ ( I . ~ - ~ - - - - - - ~ I ~ m . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m m ~ ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ -  
LSD at pC.05 5.3 3.10 NS 8.02 84.0 
E n t r i e s  i n  t h e  
t r i a l  6 5 
-CIICIII~.~III~-~~.-----------o-.)).I)II).I)-.)-...---.-.----~-.I~-L-m~-~-m-mm~~m 
Pan tnrgat 
-I-ww-w-o 
PPE-15-2-78 8.9  32.9 1928 15.2 25.8 41e7 
ICP-7349-1-S~O- 6.3 23.5 2266 15.6 26.3 50.1  
5EB 
Sehore 197-5EB 14.4 14.0 NR 2018 14.8 24.9 40.7 #R 
T21 check 7.2 15.5 2600 9.7 34.3 44.0 
ICP-909-El-SEB 5.7 20.0 1306 1 1 . 2  40.6 51.9 
TT- 6 
~ ~ ~ ) . I ) C l C I I I C l l l l l l ~ - ~ - - - - ~ I I m ~ C - " " C ~ . I ~ ( . . l L . I ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I - ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I . L . ~ o ~ m w ~ - m o a  
LSD a t  p<.OS 4 - 6 3  3.92 NS #6 N8 
E n t r i e s  i n  t h e  
t r i a l  5 S 
C I I I ~ I I I I l l - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C C L ~ - I , ~ . - ~ ~ ~ C ~ L . r ~ ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " - o - ~ ~ ~ a o o ~ - ~ - ~ o - - - - ~ ~  
Borer Pod- Totrl Yield Borer Pod- hot81 Y i e l d  
fly PDI Kglha f l y  PDI k g / b  
ICPL-84060 
C-11 Check 
ICP-1903 
ICP-3328-E1-6EB 
ICP-4070-El-6tB 
XCP-7946-E1-6EB 
AS-71-37 
ICP-7176-18-E2-SEB 
ICP-4745-2-6EB 
NP(WRllS1 check 
MA-2- 3EB 
ICP-8127-El-5EB 
Bahar Check 
LSD a t  pC.05 
Entries in t h e  t r i a l  7 
Badnapu r 
.-........--- 
BDN- 1 3 0 . 4  6 . 6  36.0 453 
BDN- 2 20.1 8 . 9  27.5 462 
BDN- 7 13.5 10.9 24.3 402 
ICPL-84060 8.7 10.9 19.4 313 
C-11 Check 14.9 8.6 22.8 97 
ICP-1903 16.6 13.9 27.9 95 
ICP-3328-E1-6EB 10.5  12.3 30.1 70 
-~~~----~LIIII--~CI-.I-~--.I------IIC--'I~.I).I..~---~~~~----------~--II----~---- 
LSD a t  p<.OS NS 151 
Entries in the t r i a l  7 
w-- - - - - . - - -w- - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -m- - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - . - . - - - - - - - - - . - -  
NT - Not tested;  NR = N o t  recorded. 
In collrboratioa with ht t .  Ditector of Agriculture, Vikhrabad Taluk, 
four relectionrr fCP-909-Hll ICPL-84060, 8DN-1  and 80M-2 mrra tartad 
by Dr.S.8ithnanthm i n  tro farmerr' fiald8 rt Oundarpally, 
Vikharrbrd, witb no perticide ap lication. fhe r ~ l m t l o n a  ICPfr84060 
and BDN-2 porfotwd uall and pt oi u c d  highor yield# t b n  tha atherr. 
~DN-2 rhond r high l e n l  of  borer drnge, but rtill produced the 
greatart 
riold 
. Ua intend to continue thir typ. of terting in 
farmerr' f old. in collaborrtion with tho Duprrtmnt o f  Aqrioulture. 
To examino tho problem of plant to plrnt vrrirtlon in 
P rat d-qO w i t h i n  t h e  rase genoty e and rlro in mired genotypa o u rtionr, we compared 4 - 2  4r. atant) .nd ICP-7103 taurceptib!.P again thir 
year in an attempt to confirm the prevlour yeargr oba~rvationr. Theam 
selectionr wet* grown (a) rmparrt~ly in plot8 of 8 row, of 9 IP (75 x 
75 cm spacing), and (b) in 8ltornrtin rows and (cl rr alternating 
BUS-8C v i h  no pcrrticide application. 
1 plantr within r w r ,  in rlrilrr rited p otr in 3 raplicrtionr-RID on 
In all the com@inrtion, of both rrlectionr, va t r g g d  1 4  plrntr 
for insect countr and pod drug. arrarrmntr, Only on* count of egg8 
and larvae ware bird8 after flowering, and pod8 w e  hrrvartad at 
maturity in only one picking (on 6 Jan 19851. Tha r u ~ ~ r i r a d  data ate 
prerented in Table 23. A t  th. timeof pert countr egg 
laying and 1rrv.l infortatlonr were low, r o  rerulting in poor datr for 
the co@paci8on, 
The pod damg. arrrer8mnt datr confirmed our marlier obr8tvrtionr 
t h a t  the Et st damage on the ruaceptiblo plant8 in genaral ahowed a decreare v n t h y  are g r o m  in mixtures with the  rerirtrnt plrntr 
(Pfp.1). It can be reen that t h e  differencor in percent pod damage 
between rerirtant and rurcmptiblo plant8 wore rw9ue.6 vhan there were 
in close proximity. 
This alternating rerialant and aurceptible p l m t r  tfeatmnt i8 
rinilrr to the rituation that will occur i n  regregating breeding 
propenier. To overcorw this p c o b l r  re have auggertad th.t our 
brtoders 8bould row regr8g8ting populationr, intandd for peat 
cerirtance selection, at widor rpcingr. A rprcing tht would prevent 
the plmtr fro* touching each other uould a180 reduce the larval 
migration fro@ plrnt to plrnt. 
Table 23: The percantago of podr dmrged by different p o t #  in 
resietant  (PPE-45-21 and suecept i b l e  CICP-7203) cul tivarr 
grown in differing proxiritiee t o  each other rt ICRfSAT 
Center, 1985/86 tunrprayed spacing 75 x 7 9  am). 
- * ~ L I I L I L " I I I I I I I - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - * - - * - - -  
Pod damage ( $ 1  mean Sample 
Cano types Proximities - - - - - - - - - - " - I C I I C I I - - . I . c . I - . I I  y f e l d ( g )  
Borer Podfly Bynn. 'Pot81 ( 1 4  ptr )  
- - - - - - - - - 
PPE-45-2 PZotii? 
PPE-45-2 Alternate rows 
PPE-45-2 Alternate p l a n t 6  
Estimated SE 2 
C V I  
TCP-720 3 Plots 
XCP-7203 Alternate rows 
ICP-7203 Alternate plants 
Estimated SE 2 
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This year we tested a resistant (ICP-1903-El) and a 
bsi~1;hfa rusceptible (TCP-1691-El) selsction in isolations ceparatcly 
on ploto of 16 row8 of  15 n under unrpraysd conditianr. These 
isolation blockr were on two @oil type@, Alf i so l  and Vertisol and uera 
distributed all over the farm, Theae ioolations provided no cbolce 
eltuation to the different pests. Tht two in replication type of 
blocking (rteistant/susceptibIt) cultivare were distributed randomly 
among the four different locations. 
For pasto damage arstssments, yode were collected froa' l0 plants 
 fro^ each plot. The  result^ of t h c e e  assessments a r e  presented in 
Table 24. In all these blocks plant growth was good, except for BS-10 
w h t r ~  germination wag belayed due to lack of water, In the BS-blocks 
flowering in thcee cultivars was found to be a few days earlier. 
Borer damage (m~inly - Q , & ~ B )  waa tow in all the Isolations, The 
eusceptible selection showed slightly more damage by &L~Q-. 
Podfly d a ~ a g e  was substantially greater in fCP-1903, 
The isolatlon blocks on ICRISAT- far^ are not ideal, in size or 
location for pests resistance studies. However, i t  is very difficult 
to have good managable isolations in Earmere fields where other host 
plants will be available for & j , & i ~ f b i ~  to feed on, 
We conducted oviposition preference testa and antibioois studiee 
(larval feeding tests) in our laboratory and studied the performance 
of cultivars under sprayed and unsprayed situations in the field (to 
record the tolerance), in efforts to study the mechanisms of mqfh~ 
resistance in borer-resistant genotypes. 
In the field we also tried to ascertain the moth preference for 
oviposition on resistant and susceptible selection8 and larval 
ratention on these. Plant to plant movenent of the larvae was also 
recorded in sore field studies. 
For the assessnent of chemicals that are found on and in the 
podwalls that may affect resistantJsusceptibifity, we are 
collaborating with the scientists at Max-Planck Institute, Munich, 
West Germany. 
In our laboratory, oviposition preference studies were conducted with 
some of our borer-resistant and susceptible genotypes of short and 
lnediurr duration and with a selection fron; an intergeneric cross. In 
an attempt to see whether we can accelerate our screening of the 
germplasm and breeding material, we raised seedlings of the test 
material in our nethouse and at 15 days old the seedlings were exposed 
to moths for oviposition in cages. In a number of replicated tests, 
Tabla 24: -8ting of  ig.ong.4 reaiatmt &nd wroaptible ganotyp.8 tog 
peat r ~ c t  P on. in no cbeica eituatioa um3.r uruprayod 
condition* a t  IQLIMT Canter, during raiay . w o n  1989l86 on 
different block.. Not plot  hmmtedc 71 warn. 
- - - ~ - - ~ o o - ~ C C C ~ t C ~ ~ . c C ~ I l r C . . O a ~ ~ ~ I I , ~ . . ) . . ) I . . r ~ ~ ~ ~ . I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . I ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ v ~ m o o o ~ o ~ o o w o o m m ~ ~  
Parcant pod duwga (man) 
-o--oC*mm-*~--- - ~ * o ~ m - o - I . . - m . . ~ ~  amp18 Plot 
C u l t i ~ ~  Black DC &tar Pod- Byrsn. btu- y l d ( l 0  y l d  
508 chid p t r ) g  kg/hr 
- ~ ~ - - ~ m o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ r ~ v ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ w ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ m o w w ~ ~ o o ~ o m - ~ o  
C - - a ~ - ~ ~ o ~ I * C ~ I I o ~ o o I , . L ~ I I ~ I ) ~ ~ I , D D I I I ~ ~ D D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Wean 105 7.3 1 1 2 4  3 2 , S  598.1 933 
C I C I I I C I I ~ ~ ~ ~ * C I * * I ~ ~ I . . . o ~ * ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " . I ( C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ . L ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o ~ ~ * o e e * * ~ ~ ~ o ~  
BS- 10 100 9.0 3 . 8  7.7 0.4 20.2 446.7 870 
we! found more egg laying on the se~dlingr of susceptible cultivare. 
Rowrver, significant ditfsrencer i n  egg laying vrr  noticed only i n  
seedling8 of short-duration 8electione. The seedlings of tbe 
intergeneric cross 1918(IG) was found t o  be a preferred host for 
moths (Table 2 5 ) .  
In the r e c o n d  Bet of trials, flowering twig8 (10-15 cm in length) 
fron the rerirtant and ruecaptible oel~ctions were used for 
ovipoeitzan testa in laboratory. These twigs were collectad from the 
pesticide-free plota  in the BUS-area. Several t a b t r  ware conducted 
with only one rtefrtant and one susceptible test plant (flowering 
t w i g )  of s irr i lar  maturity. In general it vae recorded that moths 
preferred the genotypes that were known to be susceptible and the 
~ t a n d a r d  check6 for ovipositfon. Many eggs were also laid on the cage 
sutface~. I t  is evident, fron the data shown in Table 24, that 
reejetance in our eelectiono i e  partly due to oviporition non- 
preference of the mothe. 
Prosh flowers and green pod6 collected from the resistant and 
susceptible genotype8 were used for feeding preference studies in our 
1 aboratory, 
Tn 13 cw petri-dishes, 2-3 flowers of a reristant and a 
~u$ceptibh! genotype ware placed near the edge of the dish, opposite 
tach other. A ~ccond Snstat larva was released in the center of the 
petri-dish, The larval wovesent in search of the food was recorded at 
different intervals. Later, 24 hrs after the larva was introduced, 
the extent  of damage caused to the flowers was scored, A rating of 1- 
9 for severity of damage was given, Similarly, tests were also 
conducted with green pads collected from the resistant and susceptible 
genotypes, The damage ratings, from means of 4 replications are 
furnished in Table 26. The results showed that there vas a clear 
preference f o r  t h e  pods of susceptible cultivats and a high damage 
rating wa# found in the susceptible checks. Larval preference and a 
high damage rating was found in the flowers of susceptible cultivars 
of test groups 2 and 3 of Table 2 6 .  No difference in larval 
preference was de tec ted  when flowers of fCP-7203 and C-11 were 
compa red . 
Development of &- larvae on green seeds and pods of pigeonpea 
genotypes : 
In an attempt t o  detect antibiosis in our borer resistant selections, 
PPE-45-2, I C P - 9 0 9 ,  ICP-1903, ICPL-84060 and 1918 (TG), we reared newly 
hatchcc? l a r v a e  of & l i ~ & h L h ,  on the green seeds and pods collected fron 
these selections and B comparison was made of the development of 
larvae on t h e  saae type of food collected froa the borer susceptible 
genotypes and check cultivars. Larvae in individual glass tubes (2.5 x 
7 . 5  czr) were placed in the incubator at 28 1 C. In all these tests, 
21 larvae were used for the developpent and weight loss studies. In 
these tests ! a r v a l  rortality, comparison of weights of larvae after 10 
Table 25; Olipemition preier*aca by #tbm on 
andling.  and flowring tvipr o f  pigoonpea genotype8 in the  
lrbarrtory a t  ICIISAT, 198Sf 86, 
- - - ~ - ~ - * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ w ~ . c - ~ ~ ~ ~ m w ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ - ~ m ~ m m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m a w ~ ~ ~ v m w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m - ~ ~ m ~  
mat-1 'mat-2 mat-f WS 
O D .  --*a-c--v----- m w  no* 
Gano typer Total 4 r ToUl r f 1 lW8n8 tested 
* g f 8  
l a  d @*I8 la  d of la d (mean) Ir d (man) tar t8  
C I - ~ ~ - - - ~ ~ m ~ - ~ a C I I I . . . - ( . . . D w . I I - ~ * C - " ~ . . * . ) 1 - ( . . - - D - - a m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ v ~ w - ~ ~ - - -  
PPE-45 (R) 22 4  62  12 119 24 1 4  
ICP-7203 2 5  5 89 18 298 60 28 
ICP-909 35 7 8 2 132 26 12 
T-2 1 4 5  0 1 SO 30 2 56 5 1  30 
Other surfacer 587 117 473  95 235 47 86 
ICP-1903 (R) 6 4  1 3  133 2 7  178 36 25  
BDN- 1 2 2 3  4 5  2 1 2  4 2  1 5 3  3 1  39 
ICP-1691 9 1 1 8  266 5 3  263 53 41 
ICPL-84060 156 3 1 198 4 0  226 45  39 
Other surfaces 184 37 4 2 7  85 198 40 54 
------*--- ~CI.IIIII-""..................-C--.I.-L~I..IIL(II~-~~~~~"---~----*--m---------- 
SE o f  mean 1 4 . 4  2 2 . 2  1 3 * 7  9.3 
CVI 112 101 75 52 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ - - - 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ o ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ w . - w w - ~ ~ - - -  
C- 11 2 37 4 7  184 37 283 47 47 
1918 (1G)  179 36 249 50 316 63 50 
Other surfaces 209 42 113 32 158 32 35 
Test-1 Teat-2 Teat-3 
CIIIII"I-.L-- ------.------- "---- --"*--m 
es9 
no. 
Genotypes Total Egg6 Total Eggs Total Eggs mans 
tested eggs l a i d  eggs l a i d  -go l a i d  of 
l a i d  (mean) l a i d  (mean) l a i d  (mean) t e s t s  
~ o " ~ ~ ~ ~ L I I I I L ~ ~ ~ I C I ~ n C * I I . ) - C ~ f f . ) . , ~ ~ ( I , I I I r I I . I . - ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ - - o ~ o ~ ~ - ~ D ~ - - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - .  
11 S t U d i ~ l  u1Lb fhwuia9 Lc.z.63 huA3Q bud., flPvars nnd 
EPBB in 3 ~ # 0 1 l c k t d ~ ~  
PPE-45 ( R )  195 6 5 208 6 9  2 36 79 7 1 
TCP-7203 4 4 4  148 177 5 9  185 62 90 
Other  surfacee 7 0 1  234 1 4 8  49 79 26 103 
SE of mean 2 
CV$ 
ICP-1903 (R, 8 7  2 9  1 7 9  60 230 83 57 
1CP-1691 365 122 161 5 4  7 30 2 4 3  1 4 0  
Other  sur faces  2 2 7  7  6 2 1 5  7 2  200 67 7 1 
BDN- 1 458 1 5 3  262 87  156 52 97 
JCP-3903 (R) 116 3 9 2 7 0 90 1 4 2  47 59 
Other surfaces 8 5 2 8 98  3 3 105 35  32 
- - - - - - w - - - - - - - - e * - c - - - - - - - - r - - - - * - - . - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - -  
SE of mean t 6 . 9  4 0 . 3  1 6 . 5  1 4 . 1  
CVb ! 6 100 64 39 
XCP-909 1 8 5  6 2 196 6 5 137 46 58 
TCP-1691 56 1 1 8 7  5 4 8  1 8 3  282 94 1 5 5  
Other surfaces 1 9 8  66 200 67 40 13  4 9  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w . ~ ~ ' ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ m ~ ~ . ~ . ~ ~ m ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ a o ~ ~ e w ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ v m w ~ ~ ~  
Teat-1 Test-2 mat-3 
a - n o  O - m C I I 1 - 1 I I I I I  
w9 
no. 
Genotypes Total Q 8 
'i Totrl Eg 8 f Totrl Q a f mma tar t@$ rr99r l a d  l r  d l a  d of 
-Pa (man) l a i d  (mean) l a  d "3' I r  d (moan) taat8 
C-11 417 139 263 88 209 70 99 
1918(fG) 271 90 247 82 289 96 90 
Other  surfacsa 38 1 3  59  20 283 94 4 2  
- I l - . ~ ~ ~ L I I ~ w - l ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ * ~ ( I , L . . . . . " . . * ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ o ~ ~ v o m w m ~ o ~ ~ w n - * ~ ~ ~ w  
SE of mean 2 32.0  26 .9  12.7 7.6 
CVt  6 9  7 4  25  17 
- - " ~ - ~ - * L I - ~ I ~ C w ~ I ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ ' I , C . c . - ~ . - . I ) L - . I ) I C - ~ ~ ~ . ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w w ~ w ~ w ~ I - ~ - - - ~  
PPE-45 (R) 165 3 3 140 2 8  368 7 4  50 
TCP-720 3 142 28 277 5 5 357 7 1 52 
TCP-909 (R) 10 5 2 1 60 12 428 86 40 
T-2 1 1 8 2  5 6  47 9 283 57 4 1  
Other  surfaces 159 32 59 12 283 57 3 3  
- - - - -  - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
SE of mean 2 12.6 9 . 5  12 .6  5 .5  
C V I  82  9 1 4 1  29 
TCP-1903 (R) 492 98 200 40 227 45 61 
RDN- 1 56 3 113 387 77 329 66 85 
ICP-1691 2 5 3 5 1 285 5 7 359 72 60 
ICPL-84060 (R) 184 37 210 42 2 1 1  42 40 
Other surface8 33 8 53 11 281 56 25 
SE of nean 2 
CVI  
C-11 216 43 94 19 183 36 33 
1918(IG) 331 66 126 25 251 50 47 
Other surfaces 401 80 107 21 301 60 54 
-----.-.-----------..-------."-'II-~---~----*---------*--"--"oo--------- 
SE of mean 2 16.4  8,O 11.9 6.6 
CV% 5 8  82 54 33 
Table 26: Feeding preference of  larvae in pi9.onp.a 
flovers and pods In laboratory during 1985/86 (each test  
replicated 4 time#). 
On flowera On green pods 
0 - 0  - - - l a - - - - . - - I L ) - I L - - C . c - . . - . . .  ---Lt-.LICII~ICLIII-..-..)~'I)'I). 
Pigeonpea No.of Duration Hean(4) PL* No.of Duration Mean(4) PL* 
t t s t c  of obse- damage tcstti of obse- damage 
cand- r v a t  i o n  B C O ~  - cond- r v a t i o n  &or- 
c t e d  (dates) Ing cted (date81 ing  
(nt ) (1 -9 )  (nl ) (1 -9)  
I I ~ ~ l " * ~ ~ ~ ~ - - L ~ " t l - C - - . . - - - - - . c l i . . ~ I C - - I I - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - . - - " - - ~ - -  
SE o f  mean 5 
CVb 
-a-Lt----C--------"------------------------------.---.----------I--"-- 
SE o f  mean +_ 0 . 7 5 0  0 .418 
CVS, 39 31  
---r-------e--r-----------------------------------------*-----a------- 
TCPII-84060 ( A !  24J10/85 2 . 8 8  ( 2  1 2 21/11/85 2.75 ( 3 )  
ICP-I691 2 6 / 1 0 / 8 5  4 .  SO (6) 26 /11 /85  3 . 7 5  ( 5 )  
- I C I - - - - - L - " - - - - - I - L - C - - - - - o - - - - e - - - - - - * I I . I I . - - - - - * - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
SE of mean 2 1 . 8 4  0.95 
CVP 100 58 
--)- l----*--c-e--"-------C--o------------------------------- . ---------  
* PL = Position of l a rvae  in tests. 
Danage rating 1-9 (1 = no damage; 9  - severe daragc) 
day8 of f e e d i n p  eeedr and pdlr collactad from r8rfrtant cad 
rusceptible .ources, number of pup.. 8utviv.d bnd t h e i r  n i g h t 8  mre 
ascertained. These data are mumarired in Table 27. 
Tn these tes ta ,  l a r v a l  8urvival w a ~  poor on alone. Rtprl 
survival  was also poor in tests with 1CP;1903r ICPL-84060 &tad 
1918(IG!. A low larval m i g h t  waa recorded i n  th'a green r e d 8  tart8  
froa ICP-1903, XCPL-84060 and 1918(IG). In green pod tent8 
drffcrsnces in larval and pupal weight  lo68 were not obviour and 80 
require furthtr ttsting. 
D u r i n g  the p e r i o d  when f r e s h  food is not ava i lable  for r n t i b i o a i r  
studies on -p.fhh larvas, we utilized powdered whole 8eedr and dha3 
for l a r v a l  development studier, by mixing thee@ a8 main i n g r e d i e n t  of 
the semi-synthetic diet. The componentr of our remi-synthatic d i e t  
used for these sntibiosia tests are a s  followa: 
Flour of t e s t  material 75.0 g 
Ascor t~ ic  a c ~ d  1 . 1 7  g Agar agar 4 . 3 1  g 
Methyl-4-hydroxybenzoate 0 . 7 5  g Water 2 0 2 . 5  a1 
S o r b i c  a c i d  0.37 g 
Auraolrycin 1.87 g (This quantity of msdia will 
Linseed o i l  3.0 m 1  be aufficient to feed 50-60 
V i  tapin s o ? .  2 . 5  rnl larvae) 
Yeast tablets 1.20 g 
Water 1 2 7 . 5  ml 
A small block of  t h e  semi-synthetic d i e t  was placed i n  etarilised 
rearing tubes of (7.5 x 2.5 cr) d i a  cloaad w i t h  a cotton p l u g ,  On@ 
newly hatched larva was carefully released in each tube. A number of 
larvae  were tested on different t e a t  diet@. The tube8 w i t h  the d ie t  
and l a r v a e  were kept in plastic trays randomly arranged in r o p l i c ~ t i o n  
groups and p laced  in a Percfval incubator at 28 21 C and 60  ~ 5 t  R.H. 
wlth 12 h l i g h t . .  Thca;e tubes were checked d a i l y  for larval mortality 
and pupation. Pupal weight was ascertained a day after pupat ion .  
Larval p e r i o d ,  pupal period, pupal weight and pupal survival were 
recorded in a l l  tests. 
For confirming the role of some c h e m i c a l s  preecnt in t h e  seed coat 
of pigeonpea, we also t r e a t e d  the seeds before they  a r t  powdered, a6 
fo: lows. 
a! For removing the polyphenola present i n  t h e  seed coat, 
about 200 g whole seeds were boiled in distilled water f o r  
40 pin. 
5 )  Far rewoving the  amylase  i n h i b i t o r s ,  t h e  whole ~ a a d s  were 
soaked i n  101 sodtu~ bicarbonate solution for 16 h .  
Later, these seeds were d r i e d ,  powdered and mixed in the d i e t  as 
mentioned above. 
Table 2 7 t  Dsvelopmnt of 8 # , 1 i ~ t U  Iafoae on green rsedr and gceen 
pods of pigsanpea genotype6 i n  tha laboratory a t  XCRISAT 
Center, 1985-86. 
~LImII-Ia~IIIII-~CI---C111CIw-.li....I.)-.IIIlr-a--.I---~~~-~~~m~.~.-~.li~~-~"~*.---~ 
D t  of No. of Mean Mean M a n  
Pigdonpea l a r -  larvae larv-  SE larval  SE pupal S t  
genotypes vae s u r v i  a 1  maw mas8 
rela- ved Pf- 9 9 
aeod out i od 
1983 of 21 (41 
TCP- 190 3 20/11 1 1  18 - +0.34 0.166 50.033 0.274 ~0.010 
BDN- I 3 17 t 0 . 6 5  0.241 k0.063 0,295 ~0.020 
XCP-1691 9 17 - i0.38 0.241 - +0.037 0.245 &0.011 
ICPIJ-84060 6 17 20.46 0,203 k0.045 0.276 &0.014 
C-11 (check) 9 18 20.30 0.178 20.037 0.275 20.011 
1918(IG) 2 18 20.80 0.231 t0.078 0.247 20,024 
PPF-45-E2 14/10 18 19 2 0 . 3 5  0.167 +0.018 0.299 20.008 
TCP-7203 IS 19 20.39 0.106 20.019 0 . 3 3 &  +0.008 
TCP-909 10  19 ... +0.35 0.179 +0,018 0.321 50,008 
T-21 (check) 16 20 20.37 0.141 t0,019 0.325 20.008 
During this year  we conducted two tea ts ,  one w f t h  wntreatrbd ~ h o h  
seeds and dhal of a resistant genotypa with a brown reed coat (XCP- 
19031, compared w i t h  a borer auaceptible genotype PPS-50 (brown 8e.d.) 
and fCP-1691 (white eaeda) , L-SSQ (kabu21 chickpea) rtandard ~ d i r  war 
used as the  check i n  a l l  theme t a r t s .  
Another t e s t  warn conbuctd  with the  whole lard. m b  dhrl  of t h  
above wentioned genotypes, but with the a d d i t i o n  of treated r e d 8  (for 
a )  and b) aa  mentioned above) aa separate treatmanta. Tha data on 
larval survival, larval p r i o d ,  pupal rsurvlval, and pupal weights are 
furnished tn Table 28.  
In these t e s t s  I t  was evident that  uu l a r v a l  deva,Lapment 
was noraal and healthy with a high number af surviving larvaa in t h e  
chickpea based diet (L-350). The diet with powdsrad dhal of rssistant 
and susceptible cultivara was a l a o  found to be good for 1arv.L 
development, but some difference in larval aurvival and pupal weight 
w e r e  detected between the rssiatant and susceptible cultivara. But, 
large differences existed in the whole need  treatment of reriatrnt and 
susceptible cultivrs. When t h e  ground w h o l e  reeds were u s e d  ae a main 
ingredient in the d i e t  media, l a r v a e  took a vary  long time ( 5 0  to 70 
days) to reach the pupation stage w h e n  compared to  those in dhal and 
t-550 check treatments ( 19  to 27 days) .  These difference8 are 
illustrated in Ffq.2. 
In the tests with treated seede, all l a r v a s  d i e d  in all t h e  
treatments in w h i c h  the d i e t s  were made fror whole seeds, except for 
t h e  treatment incorporating t h e  whole seed of t h e  surscaptiblr 
genotype, where sore survival and development was recorded, both in 
the whole seeds boiled treatment and also in seeds ooaked with sodium 
bicarbonate treatment. These teets indicated that strong ar~tibiosia 
to M l f ~ i u  exists i n  t h e  seed c o a t s  of sowe pfgaonpea cultivars. 
More a n t i b i o s i s  was expressed in t h e  brown seeded, borer-rasratant 
genotypes. The chewicals which are present in the seed coat and 
responsible for antit~osis could not be removed either by balling or 
by soaking in sodium bicarbonate ~olution. We will s t u d y  such 
antibiosis in further testa. 
A trial using two sets of rhort and short-medium duration pigeonpea 
selections, t h a t  were known to  have a wide range of suaceptibilitiso 
to U p k b j ~ ,  was laid out in an RBD with 3 replicatec on a peeticids 
free block B U S - 8 C .  This trial was s o w n  on June 2 4 ,  1985. The 
experimental plots were of 2 rows of 9 IP e a c h  wfth a plant to plant 
spacing of 1.5 x 1.0 m. Weekly counts of the B E L A Q . ~ ~  eggs and 
larvae were made on five tagged plants per row in each trial. Qne row 
i n  e a c h  plot waE l e f t  undisturbed, while the plant8 an t h e  adjacent 
rows w e r e  brushed c a r e f u l l y  t o  remove all the eggs and larvae after 
taking counts. Four s u c h  counts were taken Bonn after flowering o f  
the test entries. Pod damage was assessed on the tagged plants of 
unbrushed and brushed rows after harvest. The results of pest@ count@ 
and pest d a ~ a g e  percentages are summarised in Table 29.  
Table 28; Development of U [ E ~  1rrv.t on artificial d i e t  
containing paudared pigsonpea re+br/dh.l of t e r i ~ t r n t l  
suscaptibla genotypes in the  laboratory during 1985/86. 
~ ~ " ~ C I I I I I I I o - ~ ~ ~ " C I I I I ~ . I I ~ ~ r l L ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ o l l l r I I 1 1 1 ~ . ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~  
P . pea 
geno- I* 2 4 5  6 7 8 9 10 
t Y Pes 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C I I I ~ ~ I I L C I . - . . I - . " * . . . . ~ C C . . . ~ - - - . c . . . . ) ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ * o - ~ o ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~  
TCP-1903 Dhrl 18 Jul  32 12 2 5  1.47 1 5  20.57 0,305 +0,0098 
fCP-1903 WS 1985 32 3 70 k2.95 14 1 1 4  0.192 I0.0197 
PPE- S 0 Dhal 32 11 2 5  1 . 4  16 i0.60 0.340 +0.0103 
PPE- 5 0 WS 32 0 0 1 . 9 3  0 
1CP-1691 Dhal 32 7 27 4 14 k0.75 0,341 20.0129 
TCP-1691 WS 32 1 1  SO k1.54 15 t 0 . 6 0  0,230 t0.0103 
t - 5 5 0  WS 32 20 21 1 1  16 t0.44 0,331 40.0076 
TCP-1903 Dhal 50 45 23 k0.72 17 k0.27 0,266 20,0059 
TCP- 190 3 ws 50 1 5 2  i 4 . 8 3  22 k1.81 0,107 20.0397 
PPE-50 Dhal 14 Sep 50 46 27 50.71 16 20.27 0,241 +0.0059 
PPE-50 WS 1985 50 1 6 5  24.83 9 k1.81 0,101 20.0397 
TCP-1691 Dhal SO 37 25 t0.79 16 +0.30 0,249 k0.0065 
ICP-1691 WS SO 30 51 t 0 . 8 8  12 f0.33 0.195 20,0072 
L-550 WS 50 46 20 k0.71 15 20.27 0,282 k0.0059 
(check) 
TCP-1903 WS 10Apr 12 0 - ... - - - - 
WSB 1986 12 0 - - - - - - 
WSS 12 0 -  - - - - - 
Dha 1 12 1 1  16 k1.11 10 20.49 0,303 +0.0103 
PPE-SO WS 1 2  0 - - I . - . 
WSB 12  0 - - - ... - - 
WSS 12 0 - - I - - - 
Dha 1 12 10 16 21.17 11 50.51 0.331 +0.0108 
TCP-1691 WS 12 0 - - - 0 - rr 
WSB 12 7 27 21.39 9 k0.61 0.307 k0.0130 
WSS 12 1 20 t3.69 8 21.62 0.302 20.0343 
Dha 1 12 7 17 21.39 11 t0.61 0.308 - +0.0130 
L-550 WS 12 9 15 t1.23 10 t0.54 0,358 - +0,0114 
c hsc k 
"l----o-~~~-CIIII-----~-----------.----L-.-~---~-~--~-----~~--~~~*--.- 
-- ---~~-----LIII-----~---.I.II....-.I)L-C.II-.--....L*~~*-*~*~--".*~~~*~~~~a*~~-~~~w 
P.pea 
geno- 1, 2 3 4 5  6 7 8 9 10 
types 
C ~ I I I - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - . - C I " - - - - - I L " - - - L - ~ v - - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ w w - ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 * ~ ~  
ICP-1903 WS 2 5  0 - - - - o II 
WS0 2 5  0 - - - o I L 
WSS 17 Apr 2 5  0 - - (I - - ., 
Dhal 1986 2 5  8 17 20.80 10 t 0 . 9 2  0.283 20,0160 
PPE-SO WS 
WSB 
WSS 
Dha l 
ICP-1691 US 
WSR 
WSS 
Dha 1 
L-550 
check 
1 = Main d i e t  ingredient; 2 - Date of l a r v a l  release; 3 a NO. of 
larvae released; 4 = Larvae s u r v i v e d ;  5 1 Mean l a r v a l  period t b a y e ) j  6 
= SE; 7 = Mehn pupal period ( d a y s )  ; 8 a SE; 9 - Mean pupal w t .  dg) J 1 0  
= S E .  
WS = %hole seeds untreated; WSB a Whole aaredt b o i l e d  i.n water far 40 
mlnutes; WSS = whole seeds soaked in 10% aod.  b i c a r b .  n o l .  for 16 
hours.; Dhal = Cotyledons only - seed coat reroved. 
ti. A W J G E R A  DmU>PNENT ON S W  SYNTHETIC KRDIA 
J u l y  : H  ro Augus t  '33, 1985 
S t a n d a r d  media  
~ a b l t  29 r Studies on plglonpe. rerirtrncr/ercapa ~ c h r n l a ~  i n  
unbr ur hcd md b r ur hrd cornpa? i ron under unapray~d condi t ion8 
(rrlny rearon 1985/861. Cntrirw 68 Rap8.r 31 Mtr $om, 
24-6-1985. 
Total of 4 
count#, 3 Pod damage wan (tf Smplr 
DP Chars.. reps (Mean) ----------v----------- y i e l d  
Pigeonpea c t e r r *  ------------ Borer Pod- Hymn. Total g 
~991~ Larvae f 3 ~  
L--~--w~w-I-~II--LIL*.."~-II-..."~..*..~..~-~-----m-------------------~~m~*-eM* 
4 
-- - - - - C - I - - - - C - - - C - - - - - - - - - - . . - ~ - - " - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - a - - - - " - ~ - - - " - - - - ~ - - v  
SE of ~ e a n  + 5.2 7.4 9.72 ( 1 , 1 7 ) * +  3.88 7 , 4 1  28.8 
CVP. 40 32 33 22 4 3  19 4 7  
LSD at p40.05 15.7 22.3 - (3.5)** 1.1.7 - - 
c ~ c I I I I I ~ ~ ~ - - C C ~ - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - - C ~ ~ C C " C - - - - - - - ~ " - - - ~ ~ - - " ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~  
SE of rean 6 . 3  9 .2  6,42 ( 1 . 4 ) "  4 . 6  3 .91  18 .6  
CV% 5 8 4 7  26 2 4  48 11 25 
LSD at p(0.05 - 27,7 - ( 4 . 2 ) * *  13 .9  11.8 5 5 . 9  
- - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - I o - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ C ~ C ~ ~ C C ~ C C ~ C C C C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~  
+ For abbreviations see page 5 .  
** ~ r c s i n f l  transfor@atlon was used for the analysis of d8t8.  
Countr fro@ t h e  p lant r  that were c leared  o f  e9gr md larvae a f t e r  
each count ahowed t h a t  the re  nur t  have been aub#tantial d i r p r m a l  of 
l a rvae  fro* row t o  row f o r  t h e  count8 of lrrrrr ( i nc lud ing  l a rge  
l a r v a e )  on these plan t r  were r l n o r t  r r  great u thore on thr, plan t r  i n  
the rows Prow which  egg8 and farvao were not t e m v d .  This indicates 
t ha t  la rvas  haw an opportuni ty  t o  denonatrate p lant  preference a t  
l eaet  ar f a r  ar neighboucing p l r n t r  ace concerned. 
The borer damage on the two borer ruacept lble  genotype8 (ICP-7203 
t8hort duration1 and ICP-1691 [medium Burationl)  were generally 
greater t h e n  an the r e r l8 t an t  r e l ec t lon r ,  p a r t l c u l r r l y  i n  the  
unbrushed rows. The differenceo i n  nuatbarr of eggs v r r e ~ e l r t e d  t o  
the time o f  flowering and there  i r  no c l e a t  difference6 between t h e  
ovipoaftion on reri8trnt and rusccpt ib le  r e l ec t ion r  o f  t h e  short 
duration group. There were f a r  more larvae on t h e  8umceptfble 
mlec t ione  than  on t h o  r e s i s t a n t  o f  bath the  duration groups. T h i s  
confirms the  r e s u l t s  of our e a r l i e r  t e 8 t r .  
Project: P-11C 1851 fC 
SODIE ON TBB PICEUNPM POOILY I IICLPDIffi 
fllV1PrSTICkTXONS OF TBI MSC#Mfs)r(S OF BO8T PUI#T RBSIffUlqCI 
To rupplcrent the current knowledge o f  the biology o f  podf ly .  
To study the ecology inc lud ing  f a c t o r s  influencing the 
fiuctuations of  populations acrors arcrr and ycarr. To rtudy 
the vechanisrs oC hort p lant  rar lstance.  To develop our 
knowledge of the potential elarcntr of prac t i ca l  aanagewnt 
of  t h i s  pest. 
To understand the pattern of p o d f l y  incidence as influenced by hort 
p : a n t  resistance, we conducted a f i e l d  t r i a l  with two pair8  of podfly 
'resistant' and 'susceptible' genotypes in an RBD t r i a l  wi ' th  6 
replications in plot af 1 2  rows of 4 metre8 175 cm between rows and 30 
ca between p f r t s )  i n  B T L - 6 A  at. TCRTSAT Cent , er ,  sown in June 1965. 
The phenofogy of the plants was recorded as dayr (from eowing) to 
bud initiation, early f l o w e r i n g ,  5 0 t  f l owe r i ng ,  e a r l y  padding, mid 
podding and J C R  r a turity (Table 30). 
The pattern of  oviposition wac recorded ( i n  tanborn sample8 of SO 
partly mature pods per p l o t )  t y  ct,unt.ing eggs per pod,  egg6 per locule 
~ n d  eggs per " i n f e s t e d "  lacule. At 2 weeks after t h i s  sampling, 
rswollen ( r r a t u r e ,  I , r e ~ ~ , )  pods were sat~plecl  in the  lrParne ranner i n  each 
p l o t ,  to record the nuert,e: of l a r v a e  and pupae of podfly per pad. The 
r a t i o  of e g g  per pod t o  t h a t  of l a r v a e  and pupae par pod waa allro 
calculated as aR index of appsrcrit survival from cgq t o  larval/pupal 
s t a g e s .  A t  harvest,, 10 randor  p l a n t s  were h a r v a ~ t e d  fron each p l o t  
and the t ~ t a l  pods per p!ant: WJF; recorded c~n these, From these plants 
1 C O  pods were randoply ssrpled f o r  a s ~ e s s i n q  t h e  podfly  dainage on a 
pod and seed basis. 
Data on the phenology (Table  3 0 )  indicated no significant 
d~fference in day& to flowering or podding the resistant and 
s u s c e p t i b l e  genotypes. However, daye t o  7 0 8  m a t u r i t y  ware 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  less  i n  the resistant g e n u t y p e e .  In a n  earller study, we 
ha5 found that the pod development d u r a t i o n  d i d  n o t  d i f f e r  
s i g n i f i c a n t ;  y between res l s t a n t  and suscept i b l c  genotypee. I n  the 
p r e s e n t  season s t u d y  res i s tant  g e n o t y ~ e s  cc)nlplcted their podding more 
synchronously than the s u c e p t ~ b l e  ones and so sinimised the overall 
duration sssceutltll~ty for fresh infestatlcn. We should ascertain 
the r o l e  of such a t r a i t  among Fore genotypes .  
We :hose one palr of rcslstant and ~usceptltlc genotypes and 
recorded t h e  eggs l a i d  i n  50 randomly chorAen young pods and counted 
the larvae/puparia i c  50  mature pods collected i n  the sarc p l o t s  1 and 
2 weeks later (Table 3 1 )  
Table 30r Flowering md podding pattern in tro pair8 of podfly 
rerirtant and rurceptible pigeonpa g.notyp.rr ICRIMT 
Canter, rainy reraon, 1985-66. 
~ L I I I L I * ~ m ~ I - ~ m o ~ ~ I ~ I . c . . I a m . c o ~ ~ * ~ . . , - ~ C . I I m ~ * ~ w m ~ o ~ w ~ ~ o o ~ m o ~ m ~ ~ ~ o ~ o C ~ a ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  
Mo, o f  dry8 t a k e n  ttor rowing to 
m ~ L I I m I I I I I " ~ I I ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ " . . . I L ~ C . c ~ . L L . r I C ~ a o o C o ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ n - - ~ ~  
Cano type  B u d i n l -  8 8 r l y  5OIflo- Early Hid 708 
t i a t i on  flower- wering c i  podd- rstu- in9 in9 city 
~ - ~ L ~ I I ~ L I I ~ L C I I I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ . I ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ . I . . I . I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~  
Resistant 137 141 147  154  166 2 0 4  
Sig . NS NS NS NS NS S 
LPf - Rtsirtant t o  p o d f l y ;  UPf Susceptible t o  podf ly;  S 
Significrnt; NS Non significant. 
Tab:e 31 : ~ o d f  ly o v i  position and appsrrnt rurvitral pattarn (different; 
pararetcrsl in a r e s l n t s n t  and auaceptible p a l e  of genotype. 
st 3 periods, fCRLSAf Center, rainy 8ea8on. 3985-86. 
---------*--------------------------------.--------------*"---"*"-m*-- 
No.of No.of No.of 8 pod8 $ W.of No.of Egg/ 
P e r -  C ~ l t -  e g q ~ j '  hgqsJ eggs1 with locules larvae/ pupae/ larva+ 
id f v a r  pod locula infas- ar99a wf t h  Pod god PUP. 
t (kd a99* ratio 
locule 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . - - - - - - , - - - - - C I - - - - - L - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
PI C1 0 . 3 7  0 . 0 9 5  1.12  24.7 8.5 0.09 0.09 2.25 
C2 I .?? 0 . 3 9 4  1 . 2 6  6 7 . 3  3 1 . 4  0.38 0.48 2.03 
Mean 1 . O 4  0 . 2 4 5  1 .19  46.0 19 .9  0.24 0.28 2.24 
P ? Cl 0.06 C.015 0.83 5.0 1 . 5  0.07 0.02 1.03 
C 2  0.23 0.055 1.05 16.7 5.2 0.04 0.26 0.87 
Mean 0.19 0.035 0.94 10.8 3.3 0.06 0.14 0 , 9 5  
P3 C1 0.06 O.Ql7 0 . 6 8  4.3 1.6 0.01 0.02 3.0 
C2 0.4C 0,100 1 . 0 5  25.0 9.5 0.22 0.15 1 .32 
Mean 0.27 0.C59 0.87 14.7 5.6 0.12 0.09 2.16 
Overall 
F:f f ec t  of Main Treatrent I Per iod) 
SE!rr) 2 0,040 0.001 0.090 1.91 0.88 0.031 0.026 0.731 
C'? b 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 3 56  37 102 
S i g i S * )  Sic; S i q  NS Siy S i q  s i q  Sig NS 
E f f e c t  of S u t  Treatment (Cult ivar ) 
S E f n )  +_ 0.023 0.0048 0.064 1.09 0.53 0.017 0.022 0.457 
CV $ 2 1 I 0  2 7 20 2 4 52 5 5  1 1  1 
S 1 g : 5 d )  Slq sig NS sig Siq Sig Sig NS 
Ef fec t  of Interaction (Period x Cultivar) 
SE(rr1 2 M 0.040 0.0084 0.111. 1.89 0.92 0.029 0.038 0.792 
S E r r r \  2 S 0 . 0 4 9  0.0116 0.119 2.33 1.10 0.037 0.037 0.921 
Sig ( 5 % )  s i s  Sicj NS Siq si9 si9 619 NS 
Egg C ~ u n t s  : F1 = 4-12-1985; P2 a 11-12-1985;  P3 = 18-12-1985 
Larval Counts: PI = 18-12-1985:  P2 = 26-12-1985;  P3 - 2-1-1986, 
C1 = TCf-7941 (res.1 ; C2 r fCP-7337-2 (sos.) ; Replication = 6;  
Sig = Significant; NS = Not significant. 
It war cleart in a11 the three drter of aulpling, that the overall 
number of eggs per pod or pr loculc va. aignif icmtly ierr in tbe 
reriatant genotype (Table 3 1 ) .  Further ,  tbe percent pod8 or loculer 
vith padf ly  cggs war rlro clearly lerr in the rerirtant one. This 
indicated that the pudf ly  1irit.d i t 8  egg laying to feuer pod. and 
locults in the resistant cultivar. Bowever, the nunber of egg. l a i d  
per 'infested' locule (locule in vhich any egg war l a i d )  did not 
differ between the reslrtant and ~uuceptible genotype. Thir suggests 
that once the adult decide8 to depotit i t 8  egg into r locule, it does 
not regulate the numbera laid in the locule differentially between 
rtaiatant and susceptfbla gcnotypar. 
The podf ly  resistant genotypt alro had less larvae/pupre in mature 
pod8 (Tablo 31 . Rowcver, t h e  .apparent ourvivala (ratio of egg8 in 
young pods to larvae p l u s  pupae in mature pods) d i d  not differ 
significantly between the genotype. This indirectly indicates that 
the s u r v i v a l  rubsequent to hatching into larvae till ppdtion did not 
differ significantly between the genotypo and so antibiosis could not 
be detected in the reelatant genotypt. 
While these studice were baaed on three acts of data in one pair 
of resistant and susceptible genotypes, we collected 8i~ilar data in 
two counts on another pair of genotypes - ICP-8102-541 (resistant) 
and TCP-8595-El45 (euaceptible). The trend of rtsultr was similar to 
those the former pair (Table 3 2 ) .  We a180 combined the results from 
these two p a i r s  (Table 3 3 )  and ascertained that there was significant 
reduction in overall egg numbers per pod or locule, percent pdla  or 
loculcs vith eggs, overall number of larvae or pupae p e r  pod, but no 
significant influence of resistance on the number of eggs laid per 
infested locule nor on the apparent survival ( r a t i o  of cggs to larvae 
plus pupae). 
A t  hnrvtst, we recorded pods/plant and the damage caused by podfly 
on a pod and locule basis in the two pairs of resistant and 
aosceptible genotypes (Table 3 4 ) .  In one of the pairs, there was 
nearly three times Pore pods in the resistant genotype. The percent 
pods and seeds damaged were significantly lesa in this pair as well aa 
in the other pair in which podding (pods per plant) d i d  not differ 
appreciably between the resistant and susceptible genotype. We intend 
to conduct studies which will further clarify the basis of resistance, 
by subjecting these genotypes to ovipoeition under no choice 
conditions, with a uniform ratio between pods and podfly adults in 
these studies, However, it is evident that ovipsition non-preference 
rather than antibiosis is the major cause of resistance in the two 
comparisons studied here, 
Twelve of the selections made by Dr.S.S.Lateef for podfly 'resistance' 
(9) and 'susceptible' ( 3 )  were chosen for study under unsprayed 
conditions. We had seeds of thesr selections from two sources (a) 
'selfed' (by bagging) and (bl 'open pollinated' (no bagging). Each 
selection was sown in 12 rows of 4 meters ( 7 5  cm between rows; 25 cm 
Table 32: Podfly incidence pattern (different p.r.nt*r&) i n  a 
realatant and su8ceptlble p a i r  of g~notyprr  a t  2 prlobr,  
fCRISAT Center,  rainy reraon, 1985-86. 
- - - - - ~ - L - ~ - I I ~ - - - - - I - . L ~ ~ I ~ ~ L L L ~ . L ~ - . I I C C . L ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Nabof No.of b . o f  Q pod8 % b o f  &.of Egg/ 
Per- Cult- eggs/ eggs/ e g ~ s /  with loculer larvae/ pupae/ law&+ 
iod ivar pcrd locule in et-  e9g1 with PQd p04 P U P  
t ed W98 r a t i o  
locule 
----- C I - - - C I I * I I I I * ~ ~ . I ~ ~ ~ I L ~ ~ - . . . . ~ C C C I ~ . I L ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - C ~ ~ a . . - a ~ ~ a - - - ~ v - - - ~ - - -  
3 C1 0 . 3 8  0.11 1.11 1 5 . 7  11.0 Om22 0,003 2.16 
C2 0 .85  0 . 2 4  1.14 4 4 . 7  23 .8  0 .33  0,067 2 ,14  
Mean 0 . 6 1  0.17 1.13 35.2  17 .4  0 .28 0.035 2 .15  
, 
2 C1 0 . 2 9  0 .08  1.02 2 0 . 3  8 3 0.05 0,020 7.16 
C2 0 . 4 7  0.14 1 - 0 5  35 .0  14.3 0 .24 0.050 1.69 
Wean 0 . 3 8  0 . 1 1  1 .03  27.7 11.3  0.15 0 .035 4,413 
Overall  
Effect of Main Treatwent (Period) 
SE(m) i 0.034 0 . 0 1 2  0 .032 0 .89 1.17 0 ,021  6.0073 0 .909  
CVt  17 20  7 7 20  2 4 5 1  6 8  
sig ( s t )  Siq sig NS Siq Sig NS NS 
Effect of Sub Treatment (Cultivsr) 
S E W  2 0.058 0 . 0 1 2  0.015 2 . 6 7  1.77 0 .021 0.0080 0,927 
CVI 40 4 3 5 29 4 3  35 79  98 
Sig ( 5 8  sig S i g  NS s i9  619 sig Gig N8 
Effect of Interaction (Period x Cultivar) 
S E ( ~ )  5 n 0,082 0 , 0 2 5  0 .021 3 . 77  2 .50 0.030 0 .0113 1,310 
S E h )  S 0.067 0 .021  0 .035  2 .81  2 .12 0.030 0 .0108 1.298 
S i g  ( S t )  NS NS NS NS NS NS NS N6 
C1 = Resistant ( I C P  8102-5-51) y C2 - Susceptible ( I C P  8595-El-ES) . 
Egg counts: Pl - 18-12-1985; P2 26-12-1985. 
Larval counts: P1 = 2-1-19868 P2 9-1-1986. 
"age 62 
Tab e 332 Podffy  incidence pattern (different prmeterr) in re r i8 tmt  
and susceptible genotyper ( 2  pa i r# )  at ICIIlSAT Center, 
rainy reason, 1985-86. 
~ o C C I I " I L L I I I - I I ~ - - . - ~ I I . - - - ~ - . c ~ - L - C ~ ( . . ~ - . . . I ) ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - . . . - ~ ~ . - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . - ~ ~ ~ ~ * - ~  
No.of Noeof No.of 8 w8 % ?beof llQo.of Egg/ 
Genotype eggs/ egg@/ e g g e l  with loculea larvae/ pupae/ larva+ 
 ad locule infer-  eggs w i t h  PQd Pod P W  
tad *99@ ratio 
1 ocul e 
~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ o ~ o - L I I I I . I ~ - C C C ~ L ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ . - ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ I - - ~ ~ ~ C ~ m - v ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ m - ~ - L -  
SE(m) 2 0.070 0.021 0,110 2.81 2.08 0.031 0.019 1.10 
CVI 40 4 4 27 2 8 4 4  38  76 125  
S i g  (5%) si9 s ig  siq sig si9 s i9  si9 NS 
coaparison between leas and more euseeptfble cultfvars 
Res (LPF) 0.22 0.06 0.89 15.0 6.4 0.12 0.01 2.58 
Sus (RPf) 0 . 6 3  0.17 1.10 34.8 16.9 0.28  0.11 1.73 
SE(m) f 0.072 0.022 0.089 3.69 2.19 0.034 0.017 0.750 
CV 8 60 65 3 1 5 1 65 60 95 1 2 1  
S i q  ( 5 % )  S S NS S S S S NS 
Significant; NS - Not significant. 
l c  34: Podding md podfly incidence of tw p i t 8  of podgiy 
t a t  md 'rurceptiblr8 genotype@ of pige0np.b 
ICRISM Cantre, rainy raaron, 1915-86. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . L ~ ~ . I , ( I ) . ~ ~ L ~ ~ * L ~ ~ L ~ . . I C . I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  
Total t pod d & ~ g * '  t reed duupe* 
Cultivar pods/ ---Yllll-Mme ~oo-lll~l-ol-Lll 
plant  Total Podfly Tats1 Padfl y 
- ~ ~ - ~ * ~ - - - - - - " ~ - - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - * ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o m - m ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ - ~ ~  
ICP-8102-5 ( L P f  ) 130 5 0 , 3  17,3 2 2 . 5  6 , 8  
f CP-8595 (RPf 120 55 .7  32.5 29.1 14,6 
Overall comparison between less and more rurceptlble groupr 
Resistant ( L P f  1 178 43.2 17 .1  21 . S  7.0 
Susceptible ( HPf 1 89 6 1 . 1  30,8 28 . 5 12.9 
L P ~  - Resistant t o  podfly;  RPZ - Surceptible t o  p o d f l y .  
S Significant? NS - Not significant. 
* Based on 180 pods sarylc. 
within row) and of there 6 row8 each vere rubplotr in vbicb the two 
adad source8 were rando~ly rllocrted.' The trial coneistad of 4 
replications, vith 12 relcctionr as main plotr, in r split-plot design 
and sown on 25 June 1986 in f i e l d  BXL-6A. 
We rrcorded the days to 5 0 t  flowering, to e a r l y  podding ~ n d  to 708 
~aturity in each ~ u b p l o t .  It war found that there were no significant 
differences in these criterh between plots rrired from 'relfed' and 
'open pollinated' seeds of the  same genotype. 
Frop each of the plotc we collected 100 pods at randon at harvest 
and recorded the podfly damage on pod and ~ c c d  basir, 100 reed mass 
and grain yield (Table  3 5 ) .  Exccpt for 106 reed, thdre wag no 
significant difference between samples from 'eelfed' and 'open 
pollinated' seed progenies. 
In addition, we chose fror theot, three pairs of 'rsoistant" and 
'sueceptiblc' genotypes of comparable flowering and maturity. In 
plots raised  fro^ aelfed eeeds of these genotypes, wr collected SO 
young pods at randow on 20 Dec 1985  and recorded the percent pods or 
laculca with eggs as well as the m a n  number of egg8 per pod or 
locult. The data arc surnrarised in Table 36 ,  In each pair, the 
percent pods or locules with eggs as well as the m a n  8ggs per pod or 
loccle wcre alwaye less i n  the resistant genotype. 
In t h i o  year, we l a l d  o u t  a trial incorporating 1 genotypts  each of 
p o d f l y  resistant and susceptible genotypes selected at Patancheru, 4 
standard check cultivars (Bahar ,  T-7, Gwalior.3 and NP(WR1-15) and 4 
promising long duration selections from our breeders at Gwalior. A l l  
these (16) genotypes wcre grown in a split-plot design, the main plot 
treatment being  insecticide sprayed (T1) and unsprayed (T2). There 
were four replications and the plots were 5 rows of 4 meters. The 
trial was sown ( i n  field 325) at Cwalior on 13 July 1985. The sprayed 
plots received week!y sprays of dimethoate 0.07% from January 1986 
onwards t i l l  a l l  p l o t s  reached 708 maturity. We recorded the days 
taken to 5 0 %  flowering and 70t maturity in all the plots. At harvest 
we sampled 10 plants per plot at random for grain yield. we also 
sampled 100 ranc'latr pcdz per plot for assessing the podfly damage on a 
pod and seed hasis. 
The insecticide treatnent failed to control the p o d f l y  a t t a c k s ,  for 
the % seed daraged by podf ly  in the sprayed plots averaged 188 which 
was only slightly below the 21.5% recorded in the unsprayed plots. 
This pay have been a result of poor coveraqe by the sprays (such large 
and dense plant growth 1s difficult to spray) and/or the rapid 
reinfestation by podf:: into the sprayed plots by podfly eserg:ng  fro^ 
the unsprayed plots. 
The entonolopist's selecticns fror Patancheru flowered and podded 
from November, well before  the locally adapted cultivars and breeders' 
Table 35; Podfly drmpe and rain  y i e l d  in grnotyprr of pi$.onp.ap 
18.8 ( L P ~  and mrr 1 B P ~ )  rurce t l b l 8  t o  pdtly, i n  plant8 
1985/86. 
P grwn from re1f.d and o p n  poll nrted and$ ,  ICDI(8hT Cantwe 
~ ~ - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , . ~ ~ v . . r e ~ e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u a o o ~ m o w ~ ~ m ~ o w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~  
Ceno t ypa Seed t pod drrugr Q r e d  d.mga 100 Grain ( d r y 8  to tYPe n o o o w  CIIIoIIIIwIIm reed yilrld 
rrturity) Tot.). Podf ly  Total W i l y  mar kg&& 
(9) 
TCP-10531 (LPf 1 Self ed 32 . 5 9.5 15.8 3 . 8  5 . 7 790 
(173) open 27.5 13,O 14.6 4.5 5.5 790 
Rssn 30.0 11,3 15.1 4.1 5.6 790 
TCP-6977 (LPf) S e l f e d  33.8  18.3 2 2 . 8  9.6 8.0 940 
(180) open 24.3 18,O 13.8 7.5 8.0 1000 
Mean 29.0 16.1 18.3 8.6 8.0 970 
ICP-7050 ( L P f )  Sslfed 26.8 8.3 11.3 3.1 6 * 1  710 
(192) bpen 28.0 7.8 13.8 3 . 1  6 .3  560 
Mean 27,4 8.0 12.5 3.1 6 . 2  6 40 
ICP-10466 (LPf) S e l f s d  3 4 . 3  17.8 18.2 6.7 6.1 1020 
( 1  02 1 Wen 36.0 20.8 16.7 7 .8  6.9 1020 
Hean 35.3 19.3 17.4 7.2 6.5 1020 
ICP-7941 (LPff Selfed 29.5 11.3 15.6 3.8 5,O 1060 
(191) @en 22.8 7.3 13.8 3 , O  5 . 9 950 
Mean 26.1 9.3 14.0 3,4 5.4 1000 
ICP-7946 ( L P f  Selfed 19.5 4.3 9 .1  1,4 5.6 970 
(192 1 Open 24.3 9.3 15.8 3.8 5.8 1000 
Mean 21.9 6.8 12.4  2 .6  5.7 980 
ICP-8102-5 ( L P f )  SeZfed 61.0 21.5 24.5 8.5 9.2 700 
(206) 56.8 19.5 26.2 7.6 9.9 750 
Open 5 8 . 9  2 0 . 5  Mea  25.4 8.1 9 . 5  720 
ICP-3615 (LPEI Selfed 41.0 19.0 18.5 3,1 7.8 820 
( 2 0 1 )  open 52.3 20.3 23.8  6 . 8  8.0 7 80 
Mean 46.6 19.6 21.1 7.0 7.9 800 
ICP-7176-5 ( L P f l  Selfed 52.5 23.0 23.9 8.7 8.5 800 
( 2 1 4 1  @en 4 9 . 5  21.3 24.1 7.6 8 5 770 
Mean 31.0 22.1 24.0 8.2 8.5 7 80 
YCP-5036 ( H P f )  S e l f t d  44.3 18.0 20.5 7.6 7.2 360 
(183 )  Open 36.3 10.5 18.3 7.1 6.9 870 
Hean 40.3 18.3 19.4 7.4 7.1 620 
~ C I C I I I I I I I I - I I I I I I - ~ ~ * , ~ I ~ I , C . L ~ C ~ - - ~ ~ D - - - ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ - ~  
Genotype Seed 8 p d  Urrrsge 8 seed damage 100 Ctain 
(day@ t o  type m e m * - - - - - - o o - -  ----------am. r e d  y i e l d  
maturity) Total Podfly Total Podfly urr kg/ha 
(9) 
~ L I I I I I I I I I I ~ ~ . L ~ - ~ ~ - I I I I * . . r . L . . C ~ - o e ~ I . , . . o - ~ ~ ~ I - ~ - ~ ~ o ~ ~ - - e ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - I - ~ - ~ - - ~ .  
Overall Selfad 41.S 17 .7  19.3 7 .2  7 ,O 800 
Open 3 9 . 1  1 7 . 2  19.3 6.5 7 .3  850 
Efftct of Main Treatment (Cultivrr) 
Effect  of Sub Treatment (Seed Type) 
Interaction (Cultivars X Seed Type) 
SE (m) Main 
SE (s) t Sub 
Sig ( S t )  
NS = Not rignificantj S - Significant. 
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Table 36: Pat tern  of egq laying by podfly i n  thtee pairr o f  tar lr turt  
and msceptible p i q ~ n p e r  g.notyp.8, ICRSBAT Center, 
198S/86. 
- - - - - - * - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - - - I I . . . ~ L . " . c I I . . , C i . I . . . I , C * ~ . . ) . . . ~ . . . ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ " m ~ e ~ ~ - * w ~ m ~ m m ~  
IQ~. of loo. of ~ o ,  of r Q pad- 1, pod- 
Cultivrt Dl4 eqgr/ pod8 egg#/ loculer f l y  
708 pod w i t h  loculo w i t h  f l y  a*& 
e99r 899 11 ern*. duug. 
--- ------------------- c r ) - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ t . . . - - - ~ - ~ - - - - * m - ~ - ~ ~ - * ~ ~ - ~ - - - n m v ~ a ~ m a - m  
Resistant 
Suscept ible 
S = Significant; NS - Not siqnlflcant. 
relectionr. Although the  ovrrall numberr of podfly i n  tbe area 
lov  in the winter (ISovambrr-January) the entomolopirtr relectlonr were 
heavily inferted, pre8urubly becaure t h y  were the only b r t s  
availabl. at that tin.. The *rerirtanta relecttonr 8hov.d only a 
rlightly lower infertrtion by podfly (30* reed damape) than tbe 
arurceptlble* relectlonr ( 348  reed damage). The rtandard cultivarr 
and breederr relectionr flovered and podded fror February onwardm at 
the r a m  tiae a8 the bulk of the pigeonpea crop grown at Gualior. At 
that time podfly population$ were high, but vhen dirperred over the 
available crop they were dlluted. Thus the reed damage by podfly in 
thrse later flowering genotype# aversqed only 118 and tha yieldr vere 
10 timer greater than the unadapted entomlogirtr* #elections. 
* 
We learned 8everal les8ona fro@ thir trial which will enable ue to 
isprove our methodology in the future. Selection of podfly resirtance 
at Patancharu cannot be directly and urtfully transferred to Gwaliar 
conditions unless the resietance i e  in a genotype that ie adapted to 
the Cwalior conditione. We may be able to relect for sources of 
resietanca at ICRISAT Center, but it will be necersary to actually 
breed and select for re6i~tance to podfly at Cvalior, vhere the 
climatic and podfly infoststion conditions are very different to those 
at ICRISAT. 
In this year, we saapled the podwalls, young seeds, mature seeds and 
flowers of the following four pigeonpea genotypes to determine their 
protein and total soluble sugar contents (through the ICRISAT 
Bi~chanietry Unit). 
TCP 7941 (Resistant) 
YCP 8 1 0 2 - 5  (Resistant) 
ICP 7337 -2  (Susceptible) 
ICP 8 5 9 5  (Suscept ible) 
The rasples were obtained from random collection in plots, 
separately fror each of 4 replications in the trial that was grown in 
field BIL-6A for podf l y  resistance studies. 
The results (Table 3 7 )  showed no significant relationship between 
resiatancr and protein content of the plant parts analystd. However, 
the resf'rtant varieties had significantly higher levels of soluble 
sugars in the flowers and in mature seeds, but lower levels in the 
young seeds and in podwalls. 
Similar bioche~ical analysis of podwallr during the previous two 
seasons (1983-84 and 1984-85) suggested a potitive relationship 
between podfly infestation and total soluble sugar content of the 
podwall. 
During the previous year, Dr.S.S.La1, Entonologirt of t h e  Project 
Table 371 Summary of b iocknica l  collprfiron of  i g l o n p  flowerr# 
ICRISAT Cuntrr , rainy aerron, 1985186. 
P poduallr and read8 i n  relation t o  podL y rurorptibility, 
Protein ($1 mtrl rugatr (0 
Cult ivar r r r r o r r - r m r r r ~ r r r r ~ ~ , c o ~ ' ~ , r n ~ ~ m  r r r r m r v r v r r ~ r r l r r c - ~ v ~ ~ * m ~ L * I  
Plovers Pod- Young Nature Plowrr Pod- Mung Mature 
walls rrds  1ed8 wall8 secrba r e d 8  
- - L - - ~ C I I - - - C C I L I I ~ - ~ - C I L ~ ~ ~ I I , ~ ~ ~ ~ - I ~ I ~ . I ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D ~ ~ - V ~ W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ ~ ~ ~ *  
Y CP-7941 4 . 3 5  12.83 28.45 19 .03  6 ,03  8.35 10,OS 6.72 
CLPf ) 
TCP-7337-2 3 . 7 7  14.08 27.17 19.68 5 7  10.41 13.32 6.42 
( H P f  
f CP-81C2-5 3 . 6 5  12.97 26.63 19.62 , 7 . 3 1  10 .81  14,16 6,77 
( LPf ) 
TCP-0595 4 . 1 2  12.67 28.87 20,30 6 16.28 12.63 6,30 
f HPf 1 
L o w  podf ly  4 . 0  1 2 . 9 0  2 7 . 5 4  1 9 , 3 3  6 .68  9 .58  12.10 6 .75  
High podf ly  3.9 1 3 . 3 8  28.02 19.99 6 .11  10.34 1 2 3 8  6.36 
SE (s) t 0 . 1 3  0 . 2 0 8  0 , 3 1 3  0 . 3  0 . 1 0 1  0 .322 0 .543  0 ,109 
CV8 11 6 4 5 10 1 1  15 6 
Sig ( 5 t )  NS 14 S WS NS S NS NS 8 
LPf = Lcrr surctptible t o  podfly;  HPf  - Highly eusceptlblc t o  podfly. 
NS Not significant; S - Significant. 
Directorate o f  Pulrer, AICPIP, Ranpurr rxprereed an interelt in 
utlliring genotypes vhich can avold/reduce podfly d-ge by flowering 
and podding during Dec-Peb, when the pert a c t i v i t y  in northern India 
i e  expected to be low. Re rant u s  10 of h i s  pre l iminary  selactiona (5  
fron cv. Mharr 5 from othero)  for comparing with t h e  atandarb check 
cultivsrr for podfly damage at Gwalior. Dua to the l i r i t e d  quantitiee 
of ~ e e d s ,  these relection~ could not be uovn with the locally adapted 
genotype$ in the main trial, but ware sawn in a oaparats t r i a l  i n  an 
adjacent block on the oama data, in plot8 of 2 sowe of 4 meter. The 
experiflent vae i n  a split-plot design involving two min treatments - 
sprayed (with dimethc~ate 0 . 0 7 8  - weekly) and nan-sprayed i n  three 
replications. a 
Data wert recorded on days to flowering and maturity, pod damage, 
seed damage and grain yield at harveet. The harvest eotimates wert 
made on 5 plant6 at random. 
The range of daye to flowering and podding in them 10 selections 
is su~rarised below, in comparison with the check genotypes grown in 
the, adjacent b l c ~ k .  
Kanpu r  Standard 
selections long-duration 
(10) checks ( 4 )  
- - - - ~ . - - - ~ . C " I - - * C - - - C - C - - - - - - -  
Days to 50% flowering 
Days to 70% flowering 
8 pod damage by podfi y 
8 seed darrage by pc:~df ly  
Grain yield/plant ( u n s p  
The Kanpur selecti~ns did not flower and pod earlier than the 
local standard checks, and so did not 'avoida the podfly build up. 
The wean yields per plant of the Ranpur selections were high, but this 
was largely because of a poor plant stand in most of the plots which 
resulted i n  the plants that surv ived  having much more space in which 
to grow. The plot yields did not reflect the plant yield differences. 
However, save of the Ranpur selections did well at Gwalior. 
The resuits for the pain trial, described earlier, indicated that 
gentoypcs f i n w e ~ i n g  i r  the winter do not escape severe podfly damage, 
particularly where they are grown in small areas. We need to know 
Pore about p o d f l y  development and populations if we are to utilize 
such "avoidance" possibilities. 
One of the r a j o r  lipitations in podfly research and fielC 
experimentation is the lack of a sinple device to monitor the adult 
populrtionr i n  the field.  I n  provioua rrrronr r range of  p a r i b l a  
r t t ractmtr  from different proup. of r ~ b 8 t & ~ * 8  wre teatad f o g  tbrit 
attrrctrncy t o  adult podflier, but there ur8 no diatinot rttrrction 
reen in any. In a ptellrlnrry teat, howevor, u o n i u r  rulpbide war 
found prorising. 
In thir year ,  ur conducted r few nore field rttrrctanoy trrto with 
revera). rubrtanccr including a n o n i u r  sulphidr. Tk cho88n rubrtrncrr 
(Table 38) were dlsperard rr rpurour rolutionr (20 n l )  i n  plrrtic cu 8 R which had perforatlonr on the upper half rnd in tho l i d  t o  allow t r 
vapour/aroma to disperee. The cup8 h d  a 1 cm thiok rponqa p.ddinp 4 t  
the bottom t o  retrin thr rolutionr without rpillrpe. A circular card 
board collar coated with Tanglafoot wr plrcod around each cup ro that 
f l i e s  attracted t o  tho arom w u l d  be a u g h t  on tb IUC~~CII.  The 
t r a p s  were suspended a t  crop height from wirer. 
Eight  trrpr were fixed at equal dirtance8 rlonq tho border of 8 
pi;eor.pca crop. The a d u l t  podflier crught in ehch trrp wore zacorded 
an< reaovtd at 3-4 day lntrrvrlr and the t r r p  poritionr wore 
Interchanged rfttr each observation. 
The resu:te (Table 36) indicate that rrmonlum rulphid* trrpr 
c a u g h t  nearly 0 tires rote p o d f l i e ~  than the control t r rp r .  Howevor, 
the catches, even in the smoniun sulphide trrpr, were low m d  
.nconsiatant and d i d  not 4pyear t o  of fer  r ratlrfactory neanl of 
~onitoring the podfly populrticnr. we will continua our amarch for a 
.cans of ~ o n i t o c : n g  the popul6t ions. 
Table 3 % :  Podfly adult catches i n  r t i c k y  t r a p  
containing different rubutances, ICRfSAT 
Center, r a i n y  saaeon 198S/86. 
----------------.--------.------------------------- 
Substances No. of podfly 
tes ted  adult8 caught 
p e r  trap 
C-C-------l---~-----CLLLLLL.cC(I-Ilr--....---------------- 
Brown sugar solution ( 2 0 % )  0.17 (1 .07 )  
* 
Molasses ~olution ( 2 0 % )  0 . 4 2  (1.16) 
E t h a n o l  ( 2 0 % )  0.83 (1.31) 
Ethanol  ( 5 0 1 )  0 . 4 2  (1 .161 
Ammoniun sulphfde ( 5 0 % )  2 - 7 5  ( 1 . 8 )  
Y e a s t  solution t 2 0 %  0 . 5 0  (1.20) 
Honey solution (209) 0 . 5 8  (1.23) 
Control 0 . 3 3  (1.12) 
F i g u r e s  in parentheses indicate t h e  / X + 1  t ransforma- 
tions. 
S = Significant. 
To develop information needed for imploranting integratrd 
pert management. Tb rtudy the uayr of augunting naturll 
control of tb pertr of pigeonpar and chickpea. To rvalu.t@ 
the corbinrtionr o f  pest rrnaQemnt elennta, including hort 
plant rerist~nce, cultural practlcrr bnd peaticid. ure in 
f i e l d  trirlr. To develop economic thterhold. % U888S 
potential pest problcae. To rvrluah the rrlrtivr economic 
benefitr of control practicer and identify conatrrinta i f  any 
on the ir  adoption by falners in clora collrbor.tion with 
national progtamcr, to help in ultimrt~ adoption by farmera. 
During the previous ssa8on we initiated trials to rrrerr the benefit 
caused by different rrgimrs of insect icide ure dur ing 
fiowering/podding in short duration pigeonpas. In genrrrl, it war 
found that 3-4 spray8 could result in rconowic benefit to the crop in 
the first flush, while the use of insecticides for the recond f l u s h  
appeared unecono~ical. 
Tn this year, we repeated the trial8 rr in h a t  y e a r ,  but 
reatrictsd our s tud ie s  to the  t f f ec ta  of inescticibs uaa during first 
flush, both at Patancheru and a t  Hisar. 
A t  Patancheru, the t r i a l  consis ted  of two cultlvars (JCPL 1 and 
iCPL 8 7 )  as main plots in a split plot design (@own in f i e l d  RP-14C on 
27 June 1985) w i t h  the following subtreatmentr: 
T l  - 4 sprays  (0,10,20 and 30 dayr  a f t e r  50% flowering) 
T2 - 2 sprays ( 2 0  and 30 daye a f t e r  50% flowering) 
T3 - 1 spray ( 2 0  and 30 d r y e  a f t e r  50% flowering) 
T4 - 1 spray ( 3 0  and 30 drya  a f t e r  5 0 4  flowering) 
TS - Unsprayed check 
The pod borers (winly & l i ~ f h )  were the major targrtc for the 
insecticide use, b u t  populations of borers were low in this re8ronr as 
can be seen in the d a t a  recorded in Table 39. Much of tha  pod drmrgr 
was c a u ~ e d  by the hyrenoptsran pest and by sucking Lug8 and thrrr 
pests were not controlled by the insecticide. The yitldr from the 
control plots ave:aged only 125 kg/ha ( 1 0 0  lerr than thore in the 
insecticide treated plots .  Such r difference is unlikely to be 
econoalc. However, trials with ruch a d e r i g n  in which small plot8 o f  
sprayed and onsprayed pigconpea arc adjacent may not reflect the 
benefits obtained f r o r  insecticide use 6n lsrger iaolated plots .  
Table 39: Effect of spray regimes on pest damage and g r a i n  y i e l d  i n  2 
short d u r a t i o n  pigeonpea enotypes p r o m  on the Oartisol BP- 
14C s t  ICRISAT Canter, rs 1 ny season 198S/86. 
-.-----*-.-.-.~.----.---m---~----~"------~o--.--~m~o.----"---*------.. 
pod damage Grain y i e l d  kg/ha 
Genotypes Treatwent8 -LII*IIIII-CIII* ).--CIIIII-C*CI--I"* 
Total Borer I. f l u s h  11 f l u r h  
----lo-~"-C.-I-I----II---II----.--------.------------I-----.------.--- 
I CPL- 1 T1 26.7  6 . 0  1130 300 
T2 39.3 9.0 1160 2 50 
T3 29.7 10.0 1040 220 
T4 47 .3  11 . 8  1200 240 
TS 36.5 1 1 . 3  970 230 
Mean 35 .9  9.6 1100 260 
1 CPL- 87 T I  35.0 5 . 3  1320 280 
T2 2 7 . 5  7 . 0  1350 180 
T3 3 4 . 3  9 . 3  1310 220  
T4 23,s 9 , 8  1350 206 
T5 34 .5  1 0 . 8  1240 230 
Mean 30 . 9 8 .4  1310 220  
Overall TI 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
SE ( r )  
cva 
S i q  ( 5 8 )  
SE(rr) 2 Main 3 . 3 8  2 . 5 6  5 7 . 6  19 
SE ( r r )  2 Sub 3 . 4 3  2 . 5 3  7 7 . 8  2 2  
Sig ( S t )  S NS NS NS 
- - - - - - - ~ - - o - - * C - ~ - - - - - * - - - ~ ~ - - . - " - . L . L I C c C - . - . ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ * ~ - -  
T1 = 4 sprays  0,10,20 and 30 days after SO\ flowering. 
T2 = 2 sprays 2 C  and 30 days a f t e r  508 flowering 
T3 = 1 sFray 20 days after 50% flowering 
T4 = 1 spray 30 days after 5 0 8  flowering. 
'1'5 = Control 
S = Siqnificant; NS = Not significant. 
( 4  replications) 
In motkt tt irl in f h l d  BILSA however, cn 9t . r  tbr ram two 
cultiv@rr a8 rubplotr (22  row of 4 r t r r r )  i n  8 l i t-plot draiqn 
with 'rpfay protoctlon' and 'no pcotut iont  rr the ma ! n plot. in f i ve  
replication.. A total  of 3 rprryr ( m d o r u l f m )  m r e  ivan for th. 
f irrt f Iurh .  Sirilrt rprry ro twt ion  w.8 rlro i v e n  or the rrcond 8 f P f l u s h .  The rerultr (Table 4 ) indicated a r lgni  icmt incr*a88 i n  
y i e l d  (330 k /ha) fro* t h e  rptryad plot. from the firrt f l u r h .  In 
the reccnd Ilurh, th. 8pc.y t r 8 1 t m t r  did  not br ing  about any 
appreciable reduction in pod or 8e.d d a ~ g e .  Tho ovorrll yield 1 0 ~ 0 1 8  
were conriderrbly lower than in many other field8 probably bocrure of 
the poor fectility/watet ata tua  of the roil. 
A t  Rirar .  r trial on inrecticide r o 9 i ~ 1  war conducted with two  
cu:tivrrr (ICPL 1 and 1CPL 151) in rplit-plot derign with the 
fo:lowing $ubtreatrentr i n  four repllcatlonsr 
T1 S rprayr 0,10,20,30,and 40 dryr rftar 5 O I  flowering 
T2 4 rprayr 0,15,30 and 40 day. after 50) flov@ring 
T3 3 8prays 0,ZO and 40 day8 after 50) flowering 
T4 3 sprays 0 ,15  and 30 day8 a f t e r  508 flowaring 
Tf 2 rprrym 0 and 20 bay, after 501 flov@ring 
T6 - Control (no spray) 
The subplot6 were of 6 rows of 4 @etcrs with 30 cm between row8 
and 10 cr between plantr. The inrecticide apraym (monocrot~opho~ 
0.049) were a p p l i e d  with knaprrck #prayer at 500 litrer of $pray 
rrix/ha. 
The rprry rcqimar rrrulted In a significant reduction i n  pod 
dafiage anC increase in yield (Tat18 411. The qrertert yields were 
?btained  fro^ the indeterwinrte ICPL 1 vhrn sprayed at lsamt 3 timer 
to 40 day8 after flowering. The rnrjot pert in the t r i a l  waa 
BrllPfbAr ~r@ig$ra, Rarvca t s r k u l b l i r r  was of 1 ittle importance. 
In another f i e : ?  trial conducted at Hisar we t8rted whether ahort-  
duration genotypes dlffcred eubstantially in the extent o f  lor8 cruised 
tjy pests.  r ive  genotypes (Table 42) were sown in a rplit plot derign 
wlth eight replications, the rain plot treatmentr bein T1 - '8prry 
protected' and T2 - 'non protected'. The plots were o f 6 rovr of 9 
rreters in T1 and 6 rows of 14 ~ a t e r s  in T2. Spray8 of decamsthrin 
' D E C l S  2.5E C 600 n l  in 500 litres/ha) and monocratophor (NUVACRON 40 
EC @ 500 w 1  in 500 lst:es/hal were applied in alternate wsrkk fro@ bud 
iriitiation t i l l  70% naturity. 
During each vetk fror 504 f lower ing  till 70) maturity, the d&n&ge 
caused by vebtjers ( m l ~ ~ # / Q d b l ) )  was virually rated on 6 1-9 scale in 
the unsprayed p l o t s  (T2). A t  harvest, 20 plantr wore choren at random 
and the pod drrage as well as grain yield were recorded. The rrrultr 
(Table 4 2 )  indicated an overall ibpravt~ent in pod rtt, erpscially in 
KPL 4 (deter~inate). All f i v e  genotype8 gave ririlar yield increarer 
vhen the sprayed plots were cowpared with the ICPL 85024 
gave t h e  !owest y i e l d 8  in both traatrentr and mrt heavily 
daraged, both by borers and podfly in the untreated plotr. Check ICPL 
Table 40: Effect  of insecticide use on pert damage and grain y i e l d  in 
two short duration pigeonpea genotypes grown on Vertirol 
(BIL-6A) a t  ICRISAT C e n t e r ,  ra iny  reason, 1985/86. 
~ " ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ C e l ~ ~ l - ~ - - - - - - ~ C C C C C I ~ ~ I , - C " . ) ~ ~ . I . . . ~ ~ ~ - ~ - * ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
f f l u a h  I1  f l u s h  
. . * - " - - - - - L * - * I I I I I I  ------*------------ 
Treatment Cult var t Pod Grain  pod Grain 
danage y i e l d  dawage yield 
kq/ha kg/ha 
Protec ted ICPL-? 16.6 5 9 0  64.9  430 
I CPL-e? 32 .0  5 9 0  26 .6  660 
M a n  2 4 . 3  590 4 5 . 8  550 
Not-pro- ICPL-1 22.3 370 54.4 410  
t s c t e d  ICPL-87 5 6 . 6  160 2 9 . 5  69Q 
Mean 39.5 260 4 1 . 9  550  
Overall I CPL- 1 19.5 480 59.6 4 2 0  
TCPL-87 4 4 . 3  370 28.0 670 
SE (m) t: 
CV$ 
S i q  ( 5 % )  
S E W  2 
cva 
Siq ( 5 8 )  
S E h )  2 Main 
S E W  Sub 
Sig ( 5 % )  
3 s y r a y s  f o r  f i r s t  f l u s h ;  3 sprays  f o r  second f l u s h .  
T T  
'able 4 1 :  Effect  of grrdM regires of rprry protection on C?*p 
~ a t u r i t y ,  pod act,  pod damqe and grain y i e l d  i n  
Indttrrnfnate (C1)  and deterninat. ( C 1 )  wenot 8 of a b t k  r duration plgeonpes a t  H l m r ,  rriny rearon, 198 186. 
- - ~ - - - - - - * m - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - * ~ - * * - * - - - ~ * " ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ m ~ m m - ~ * v * ~ D - D - - - ~ - - - - - -  
Total Q bmaged podr Y lieid 
Cu3 t i v s r  Treatment ma,' *..-----(.--..--- I-I).-.)---- kplha 
plant  T~tal Borer Podfly 
- - - c -  - . C - ~ - - I . - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - ~ C ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . L C - - - L . C ~ I L - ~ L I I . L C - C ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ - ~ ~ ~ W  
ver . Tl 66  6 . 3  5 . 3  1 . 1  
-, 9 
2370 
r 2  4. 6 . 9  5 . 8  1 .1  2620  
*"3 5 1 3 . 6  10.4 3 . 3  2270 
fit' IQ.7, 1 4 . 2  5 . 1  2170 
77 G : 2 2 . 1  1 7 . 1  5 . 3  2070 
T6 5 4 L ? 9 . 9  1 8 . 1  1 3 . 3  1820 
Sf '3' - v ~ i r ~  6.3 1. '!0 1 , 5 2  1 .02 163 
I r r  
,- 3 4  
. . a ,, 9 . '  . H '  1 . 7 8  0.97 
. I b '  
188 
',? . . 
- .  , f C . -  SS q I S NS NS 
. -. - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - * - - - , " - - - - - - " - .  - - .  - " - - - - - - - - * - * - - - * * " * * - * " * * - " -  
~7 * fir,? 
w - 1 1 .  ' *  - ,  C2 - :CPL 1 5 1 ;  S Siqnif;csnt; NS - Not significant. 
= 5 .sp:a*;~ 0.l0,2C,3Ov4c DAFI: T2 = splays ( 0 , 1 5 , 3 0 , 4 0  D A P ) ;  fi 4 
-Y = 3 5::.  2 % " .  - ... C , ? 0 , 4 0  DAF ; '1'4 E 3 Sp:i;y~. ' f , 1 5 , 3 0  DAPl ; 
- r  , 
- 2 : : 2; :~  r ? , ? ?  C,AF) ;  T6 = &O ? p r a y .  4 rsplicationa. 
11. 42: Crop aaturity, pod s e t ,  pod danagt and grain yield i n  f i v e  
rhor t d u r a t i o n  pigeonpear under sprayed and un8pray.d 
sltuationa a t  Birar ,  Kharif, 1985/86 .  
Total 3 damaged pods Grain 
Treatment Cultivar p d a /  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -we-  y i e l d  
p lant  Borer Podf ly  kg ha-1 
TI C1 57  9 .4  2 . 9  2260 
C2 6 3 7 . 7  3 . 9  2540 
C3  3 1 8 . 8  3 .9  15'10 
C 4  94 9.1 2 . 8  2620 
C5 7 4 7 . 7  3 . 4  2460 
Mean 6 4 8 .5  3 . 4  2290 
Overal l Cl 5 6 1 8 . 0  4 . 3  2060 
C2 5 4 1 4 . 9  4 . 9  2 2  10 
C 3  3 0 20.0 7 . 8  1330 
C4 7 9  1 5 . 9  4 . 0  2290 
(TS 6 5  1 6 . 3  5.3 2120 
SE(IP1 
CVI 
S i g  ( 5 8 )  
S E h )  t Main 
SE ( H I  2 Sub 
siq ( S R )  
T1 - Sprayed: T2 = Unsprayed.  S = Significant: NS = Not significant. 
C1 - ICPL-316 (Det) ;  C2 = ICPL-8318 (Det):  C3 = ICPL-85024 (Det); 
C4 = IGPL-4 (Det-Check?: CS = ICPL-81 ( T n d e t - r h t a ~ ~ ~  
(8 replications) 
4 gave the qreatest yields in both treatment. PllQXud incidence in 
this trial was relatively low. 
With the objective o f  developing economic t h r e s h o l d s  f o r  & L ~ Q & U  on 
t h i s  crop, we made preliminary attempts to s tudy  f i e l d  methodology 
problews in relating f l e l i ~ f u  larval numbers t o  pod damage a t  
harvest. 
We greb  l a r g e  p l o t s  ICPL I (short duration - indeterminate) 
JCPL 87 ( s h o r t  duration - determinate) and TCPL 1-6 (medium duration - 
indeterminate). We erec ted  9 x 3 m net cages in each of these p l o t e .  
P l a n t s  i r ,  these cages were sprayed with dichlorvos (Nuvan) a t  the 
flower bud s t a g e  t o  knock down any pest i n f e c ~ t a t i o r ~  on the p l a n t s .  
Three days l a t e r  young ( 3  day o l d )  M ~ o S ; h i s  l a r v a e  were rel.eased on 
the p l a n t s  a t  the rate of 0,  2 ,  4 and 8 l a r v a e  per p l a n t .  TWO weeks 
later when the released l a r v a e  should have completed their larval 
period all the p l a n t s  were again  sprayed with dichlorvas and from then 
snwards, weekl:. sprays were appiied ~ n t i l  m a t u r i t y .  A t  maturity the 
pods f r o n  each t e s t  p l a n t  ( 5  replicates f o r  e a c h  yenotype) were 
h a r v e s t e d  a n d "  analysed f o r  pod d a ~ a g e .  The result:> a r e  b r i e f l y  
surnnarized a s  follows, 
1. T o t a l  pods ICPI ,  1 4 6 39 5E: :' 6 9 . 3  3 8 NS 
per p l a r t  I C ? L  8 7  5 3 4 1 5 5 3 C i .6 37 NS 7 
i C P  1-6 3 1 2 R 33  2 4  3 4 . 9  11 1 NS 
2 .  Percent TCYIJ 1 3 4 8 2  7 7 5 kl . :& 26 S i g 
t o r e d  pods TCPL 87  7 3  94 8 8 9 9 . 2  1 3  S i g  
I C P  1-6  3 3 57 7 2  7 0 1 1 . 4  4 4 NS 
3 .  Percent TCPi ,  1 1 7  c 7 6 1 7 8  7 . 7  3 1 Sig 
bored   seed^ ;CPi l  8 7  3 4 5 9 rS 6 f? 6 r . R  2 2  s j  (3 
TCF 1 - 6  1 8  4 5  6 7  6 1 1Q.4 4 9 S i g  
4 .  G r a i n  y i e l d  ;CP18 1 5 . 4  1 . 4  3 . P  1 . 2  1 . 0 9  89 NS 
I g / p P )  i C P I l  8 7  6 . 5  3 . 0  4 , f i  G . 4  J . l e  76 Sig 
ICP 1-6 r. -7 .,. t 3 . 4  2 . 7  i . 3  1 .90  129 liJ S 
The substantial pod/seed damage observed in p l a n t s  in which no 
larvae ( O  per p l a n t )  were r e l e a s e d ,  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  disinfestation 
was ineffective. This should be  t a k e n  c a r e  o f  i f  we a r e  t o  nake 
progress in these rtudies, by suitable changes i n  the  methodology. 
C ~ w n p L b ~  M f t  uf C1~us.b U w  S& and UaUu W by 
BaliPthfs L.BfYAe 
Z R  an effort to quantify the potential of uu larvae t o  consume 
i n d i v i d u a l  plant parts, we conducted a laboratory study. One-day-old 
larvae were ~ s e d  and there were three types of plant parts provided - 
flowers alone, young seeds alone and green nature ~ e e d s  alone. These 
three types  of plant parts were fed to the larvae a t  two'  temperature 
regines - 35 C ( d a y ) :  30 C (night) and 25 C (day) : 20 C (night). The 
p l a n t  parts were replaced daily by f r e s h  material  fro^ the field. 
;c each test 15-40 replications were kept, but some mortality 
occurred during the t e s t  and the data were recorded per surviving 
larva per day.  
The results showed the daily consumption increased with the age of 
the larvae. Although the per day consumption was reduced at the 
lower terrperature r e g h e ,  the larval duration was extended by up t o  7 
days  and s o  the overall consu~ption during larval life was almost the 
sare under both the terrperature regimes. On an average each larvae 
consu~ed about 160 flowers or 100 young or 15 mature seeds during 
their development. 
In the previous season, we conducte3 a field trial on the efficacy of 
B b l f ~ f h j 6  virus ( K P V )  as a part of AJCPTP collaboration. In  this 
year, we laid out a trial, as suggested by AICPIPI in RBD with 5 
treatments ( a s  in Table 43) in 4 replications, the plot size being 7 
rows of 4 neters. The cultivar ICP 1-6 was used. 
B U ~ f b i s  larval populations in this trial were generally low, as 
the plant growth was poor. Although the podheed damage by borers 
(mainly m ~ f b i s l  war the l e a s t  in plots with weekly sprays of NPV 
( 5 0 0  LE/ha) plus j a g g e r y  (0.5$), the differences an'ong the treatments 
were not significant. The yield differences were n o t  significant. 
Previous?>. we fcund t h a t  pigeonpea is not a favoured host plant 
f o r  Tri.r:bogr~rrra spy?. activity. In an attempt to determine 
whether genotyges of pi3eonpea differ in their 'friendliness' or 
otherwise to T L i ~ b ~ g ~ d p p d  we undertook a series of laboratory 
tests. Four pairs of pigeonpea genotypes  which are known to be 
'resistant' and 'susceptible' to lepidopteran pod borers (mainly 
GgJjgtbia) were chosen (Table 4 4 ) .  For each genotype (no choice 
~ s b i e  4 3 :  Effect of virus (NPV) spray on pod damage, reed damage and 
gra in  yield in p i g e o n p a ,  kharif 1985186, ICRfSAT Canter*. 
8 pod damage Grain 
Treatment " * - - I I - - I - L C - - - - - C - - - - - - I  yield 
By borer By a l l  pest8 kg/ha 
-"--.----------***----""---*--*----"--------------------"---"-*------" 
MPV 500 LE/ha weekly 2 2 . 2  ( 2 8 . 0 )  6 2 . 5  ( 5 2 . 3 )  710 
( 3  sprays) 
NPV 500 LE/ha + Jagqery 1 4 . 7  ( 2 2 . 3 )  5 4 . 5  ( 4 7 . 8 )  550 
weekly ( 3  s p r a y s )  
KPV 500 LE/ha First week 1 9 . 4  ( 2 5 . 1 )  5 4 . 1  ( 4 7 . 5 )  700 
Endosulfan (0.07t) n e x t  
week - GPV 500 LE/ha 
again on third week 
Endosulfan (0.0?%) a t  1 8 . 1  ( 2 5 . 1 )  5 3 . 5  ( 4 7 . 0 )  800 
interval of 2 weeks 
( 2  s p r a y s )  
Control (no s p r a y )  27.6 ( 3 1 . 6 )  5 9 . 0  ( 5 0 . 7 )  650  
S E h )  
CV % 
Sig ( 5 % )  
NS = Not s i g n i f i c a n t .  
Figu:c~ i c  parentheses a r e  t r a n s f o r ~ e d  a n g u l a r  v a l u e s .  
* Date of sowing: June 2 4 ,  1985;  Fd.: H T L 6 A ;  b a s e d  on 2 s a ~ p l e s  o f  10 
plants each fron.4 replications. 
Table 4 4 :  T U L E ~ Q ~ ~ A ~ ~ A  egg parasitism on borer resistant and 
suscsptible pigeonpeas at ICRISAT Center, 1985-86+ (lab. 
study). 
Borer Total eggs obsvd % parasitism 
Name of t h e  variety R e s /  ---------------- --------------------- 
SUB. Reps. Plower Pod Plower Pod Overall 
" - - - - c - C I I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - * - - - -  
ICP-10466-E3-7EB Res 10 80 82 42.3 23.8 33.1 
(39.0) (24.7) (31.8) 
BDNl Sua 10 64 93 32.2 10.7 21.4 
( 3 1 . 3 )  1 1 . 0  (21.21 
SE (tn) 
CV8 
Sig ( 5 % )  
Res 10 9 3 104 30.7 4.0 17.4 
(31.51 ( 6 . 4 )  (19.0) 
Sus 10 9 1 88 33.7 12.0 22.9 
( 3 2 . 5 )  ( 1 4 . 1 )  (23.0) 
SE (IF) + 
CVO 
Sig ( 5 % )  
Res 15 246 244 72.3 67.5 69.9 
(59.7) ( 5 5 . 4 )  (57.5) 
Sus 15 2 4 1. 203 42.8 38.9- 40.8 
( 3 9 . 5 1  (36.8) (38.2) 
SE (n) 5 
CV % 
Sig ( 5 % )  
ICP-8134-1-S4-7EB Res 15 207 208 27.7 9.1 18.4 
(29.3) (11.6) (20.5) 
T- 7 Sus 15 246 231 18.7 3.5 11.1 
(20.2) (4 .9 )  (12.51 
* Cultivars grown by Dr.S.S.Lateef. 
(Statistical analysis on split plot design with plant parts as sub 
treatments and cultivar groups as main treatment). Figures in 
parentheses are transforved values. 
test), there were 10-15 replications. Xn each replication, us kept 
a few flowuring/podding terminals with about  20 eggs of B,- 
each on flowers and on young pods. Each plant terminal was kept 
inside a transparent polythene cage and several 1-day old adults 
of were released on them. The percent .ggr 
survived and parasitired was tacotdedr after about If days. 
The r e s u l t s  indicated that i )  under forced conditione, the extent 
of parasitism on flowers war greater than on poda and ii) the 
overall differences in parasitisrr of eggs were significant only in 
one out of t h e  f o u r  pair8 studied, - where eggs on ICP 3328 were 
wore extensively parasitized than t h o s e  on C-11. 
In an attempt to determine if differqnces arc obtainable among 
genotypes i n  egg parasitism in the open field situation, we sowed 
four genotypes, a s  below, in large p l o t 8  (12 row. of 9 meterr) in 
6 replications in BUS-8B. 
Low borer - XCP-10466-E3-5EB 
High borer - PPE-50 
Low hymenopteran - ICP-7175-5-El-5EB 
High hymenopteran - ICP-8606 
During the flowering/podding period of these genotypes, we 
released the three species of Whngl:nmn!ot T.chil~niCI, 
T . - ~ ~ D S ~ B  and T . W L ~ Q & ~  each at weekly intervals at about 
50,000 adults/ha/week in this trial at different eitea. Sampling 
of eggs of u ~ f b i s  found on the four genotypes  at 2-3  i n t e r v a l e  
during this release period indicated no parasitism by 
~ E ~ Q J J ~ ~ ~ D P .  These results, though disappointing, showed t h a t  
releases of local and e x o t i c  T ~ i ~ b ~ g x p -  species did not rceult 
in any useful parasitisn across the range of pigeonpea genotypes 
studied. 
Project: CP-122 (85 )  IC 
STUDIES OF POPULATIONS 20 SUPPORT THE PEST MAHAGERSNT 
PROG;RAHS, AND TO REAR FOR EXPERIMENTS 
TO monitor population throughout eacb year 
ae egg8 and larvae on the host plants and as motha in traps. 
To correlate the population fluctuations with the factors 
that are likely to influence them, much as climatic, natural 
encmiea and crop chsnger. To determine the role of migration 
a8 a factor in population changes. To modify or develop a 
model for u u a  populationer and to attempt forecasts of 
infestations. To determine maximum threat period for 
8 . w ~  on our target crops in the specified locations and 
to arrive at sound pest management criteria. To build a bank 
of u f u ~  data. To rear for experimenter. 
we continued to collect and receive catch data from pheromone and 
light traps acro8s the Indian sub-continent. Preliminary analyses of 
theee data indicated very large variances both between traps and 
between nights, however these variances were reduced in the traps in 
the north of India. A Departmental Progress Report, Pulse Entomology 
( 1 8 )  "Population studies of W r a  Xubner (Lepidoptera: 
Noctuidaa) through the analyses and interpretation of, light and 
pheromone trap catches and larval countsa summarized the work from 
1983-85 and is available on request. 
We expect to be able to correlate the trap data with factors 
likely to affect populations (climatic and crop) in analyses in our 
computers within the next  two years. 
In cooperation with the Tropical Development and Research 
Instituter a major study involving radar tracking of u r n .  moths 
was initiated in November 1985. Unfortunately the very low 
populations of & J i ~ l h  in this year greatly hindered this initiative 
which was intended to determine whether the moths flew to the high 
altitudes indicative of long range migration. However, the radar and 
other equipment worked well and the exercise will be repeated in 1986 
providing adequate populations of moths appear. A separate report by 
our TDRI entomoloqists will give more details of these studies. 
We continued the rear &J&m on diet based upon kabuli 
chickpea flour. Various improvements were made to our facilities and 
methodology and in general we were more successful in the rearing. 
Bowever, we are still not able to eliminate the occasional virus 
outbreak in our cultures and we also suffer from sporadic problems of 
sterility in some egg batches which we cannot explain. During the 
year out unit supplied eggs, larvae, pupae and moths for use in our 
laboretory and field experiments and to cooperating scientists outside 
ICRI SAT. 
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By keeping sticky traps, w i t h  and without fisahmeal i n  three 
locations at the ICRISAT Center (BPZC. B I L 2 B  and B U S B G ) ,  w e  
recorded the catchee of adult weakly from June t i l l  
the  cessation of c a t c h e s .  
The c a t c h e s  i n  fishmeal t raps  rshowed two peaks, one in early 
August and the other at the end of August. Aa expected the  
catches in traps w i t h  f i shes1  were far  greater than i n  trape 
without f ishmeal (Fig ? 1 .  It is poseiblc that t h e  two peak6 
represent two generations. Further s t u d i e a  are needed to  
confirw this speculation. 
We conducted preliminary tests with pot grown pigeonpea planta 
(ICPL 81) to see if we could create different levels of nodule 
danage by altering the numbers of adults B l u e u  females caged 
on individual plants, so that t h e y  laid differing amount of 
eggs, resulting in differing number of larvae that damage the 
nodules. 
f n  a first trial with 5 reps. we obtained the following 
results. 
No. of adults caged/pl 
- - - - L - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - - -  SE(m) CV% Sig 
2 5 10 
Nodules darragedlpl .  5 . 6  8 . 2  13.0 2 . 0 5  5 1  NS 
a damaged nodules 11.2 18.1 41.6 5.49 52 Sig 
Thus w e  f o u n d  c l e a r  indications of the utility of adult 
releases in creating different levels of nodule damage. 
A subsequent test with 4 doses did n o t  lead to  clear results 
due to heavy infestatifin occurring in the zero dose (no adults 
caged), i n d i c a t i n g  the need to  disinfest the s o i l  prior to  such 
tests. 

In collaboration with our RMP entonologirt, wa ample6 
l arvae  on toastoes and groondnuts in farmera f i e l d 8  in the 
offseason (April-September 1986) and incubated theec for  
parasf tism. 
The results revealed (Table 4 5 )  Camwlati. ad-, 
!&ulnphthPu,us Wlit CECECllO im and Q.sumu& aJJaAaM to b. 
l arge ly  surv iv ing  on U ~ k f L t .  in tomatoes and groundnut. 
 able 45: Summary of o f f s e a s o n  incidence of natural enemies of 
B ~ U P ~ ~ A %  B ~ B ~ Q I X I  (farmer8 f i e l d a  around ICRISAT survey) 
1985. 
Natural  enemy Month 
C B E M ~  sf AS EUX~ d d ~ f  A P ~  
Uchida *aY 
J u n  
J u  1 
Au9 
SeP 
Gaal~pbf b ~ l ~ u s  balli Mes A P ~  
May 
Jun 
Ju 1 
Aug 
S ~ P  
W~slia i l l ~ f a  curran A P ~  
May 
J u n  
J u  1 
Au9 
hug 
S ~ P  
Cly~tre~ris b l b i ~ m s  (Seib) Apr 
nay 
J u n  
J u l  
Aug 
Aug 
S ~ P  
No. o f  hoets 
Crop incidence parasiti~ed/ 
ha 
Toma t o  4.2  389 
Tomato 0.7 1 2  3 
Toma t o  2 . 6  . 36 
Tolna t o  0.0 0 
Toma t o  0 0 0 
Tomato 4.7 258 
Tomato 0.0 0 
Tomato 0.2 4 1 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Tomato 7 . 1  286 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Tomato 0.0 0 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Tomato 0.0 0 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Tomato 2 .2  2 4  
C .nu t  3 .4  . 69  
Tomato 15.6 859 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Toma t o  0.0 0 
Tomato 3.6 1 4 3  
T o a a t o  35.6 391 
G.nut  48.3 966 
Toma t o  1.6 86 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSEAVATIONG AT ICRISAT 
JUNE 4, 1985 TO JUNlk3,1986 
Sourcst Agroclimrtology, FSRP, ICRIMT 
Rain- Average Avaraga $ Average Average Average 
Std Dates Month f a l l  temp. C humidity wind runrhine d a i l y  
week i n  Max Min 0717 1417 valo- (hr/dayl evapo- 
(mm) city rat ion 
(km/h) (=/dry 
-0 -  C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ " L I o I ~ ~ C . I - ~ ~ - . . I ) ~ - - . . . - ~ ~ C - D . w ~ ~ m ~ - ~ ~ - w ~ ~ e ~ - - ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
23 04-10 Jun 21.9 33.7 23.5 86.0 47.9 17.6 
24 11-17 Jun 1.8 34.5 23.0 82.3 41.3 20.5 
25 1 8 2 4  Jun 25.4 32.4 23.4 80.3 49,3 19.0 
26 25-01 Jul 26.1 29.7 22.3 88.6 68.7 20.5 
27 02-08 Jul 27.3 31.6 22.2 85.4 52.7 18.5 
28 09-15 Jul 5.6 32.2 23.3 82.3 49.6 16.0 
29 16-22 Jul 36.1 29.4 21.7 93,7 62.9 10.9 
30 23-29 3ul 68.2 29.2 21.9 95,4 69.0 7.8 
31 30-05 Aug 41.0 28.4 21.8 8 8 , 9  69.4 14.5 
32 06-12 Aug 9.2 29.9 22.0 85.7 57.9 12.8 
33 13-19 Aug 9.4 29.0 22.4 86.3 67.0 10.3 
34 20-26 Aug 15.8 31.6 23.0 81.3 53.4 7.5 
35 27-02 Sep 7.0 30.8 22.7 83.9 58.3 7.3 
36 03-09 Sep 13.4 30.6 22.0 88.3 56.4 7.6 
37 10-16 Sep 26.6 30.0 22.1 84.4 61.6 8.3 
38 17-23 Sep 30.2 31.2 21.1 88.1 58.0 6.2 
39 24-30 Sep 5.6 32.6 22,3 91.1 47.9 6.0 
40 01-07 Oct 80.4 29.1 21.8 94.1 75.6 11.5 
41 08-14 O c t  11.4 29.1 20.8 93.9 61.1 7.6 
42 15-21 Oct 1.2 30.4 17.8 80.4 39.3 4.9 
43 22-28 O c t  0.0 29.0 13.5 80.4 32.4 4.9 
44 29-04 Nov 0,O 28.7 12.7 84,O 35.1 6.8 
45 05-11 Nov 0.0 29.3 17.7 86.9 45.3 7.3 
46 12-18 Nov 0.0 28.8 2 77.0 29.9 6.9 
47 19-25 Nov 0.0 29.9 12.0 73.3 25.4 5.9 
48 26-02 D e c  0.0 28.2 12.2 77.3 28.4 7.6 
49 03-09 Dec 0.0 28.5 10.7 73.7 29.1 5.6 
50 10-16 Dec 6.1 26.9 15.6 90.7 47.7 11.5 
51 17-23 Dee 0.0 29.4 14.1 90.9 33.9 6.0 
52 24-31 Dec 0.0 29.4 13.0 80.7 31.4 6.1 
1 01-07 Jan 0.0 27.8 10.9 75.6 26.0 6.3 
2 08-14 Jan 0.0 27.4 14.1 90.0 37.0 9.2 
3 15-21 Jan 53.0 23.3 13.1 96.0 58.3 8.7 
4 22-28 Jan 0.0 28.9 13.9 93.6 33.0 8.9 
5 29-04 Feb 0.0 30.0 16.8 82.3 34.4 9.2 
6 05-11 Feb 4.4 30.1 17.0 91.4 35.6 14.0 
7 12-18 Feb 39.2 29.9 18.1 96.1 41.6 11.6 
8 19-25 Peb 0.0 29.9 18.0 90.9 40.3 9.4 
9 26-04 Mar 0.0 31.7 17.7 76.1 29.7 13.7 
10 05-11 Mar 0.0 32.7 19.9 78.6 32.1 12.0 
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"-----CLILICI~o~---LII.I.I....I1,~m111~~1,.L-.L.II~--~-~~-~-.-D~---~--~~.--~~------- 
Rain- Average Average 8 Avera9e Average Average 
Std  Dates Month f a l l  temp. C humidity wind aunrhine d a i l y  
week in Max Hin 0717 1417 valo- (hr/day) evrpo- 
(mud city ration 
(km/h) ( m n / b a y  
--- eCCIIo~I~-~-I---I-LI~.I-Io-~LLII...I~.ILIC.I)--~-a.~~-~~-------------~--~-~* 
11 12-18 Mar 0.0 35.4 19.4 62.0 21.1 8.7 
12 19-25 Mar 0.0 36.9 20.0 56.1 21.0 8.4 
13 26-01 Apr 0.0 37.7 21.6 49.0 2.3 10.0 
14 02-08 Apr 0.0 37.7 21.3 72.6 21.0 8.0 
15 09-15 Apr 0.0 39.0 24.6 57.1 21.9 8.9 
16 16-22 Apr 9.6 39.9 24.1 66.6 23.3 9.6 
17 23-29 Apr 25.7 35.9 23.6 60.9 29.9 11.1 
18 30-06 May 0.0 37.8 24.6 62.1 27.7 11.2 
19 07-13 May 0.0 40.3 25.2 47.1 17.7 10.1 
20 14-20 May 0.0 41.1 26.9 50.1 18.9 17.3 
21 21-27 May 0.0 40.6 26.8 43.3 19.3 13.4 
22 28-03 Jun 2.2 37.5 24.7 61.3 32.6 11.7 
